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Talks

T

T 01 . . . T 20

Internal Motions in Globular Clusters

T 01

Ivan King and Jay Anderson
(Astronomy Department, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA)
Re ent advan es in astrometri te hniques now make it possible to use HST WFPC2
images to measure proper motions of individual stars in many globular lusters. These
proper motions have an important impa t both on the dynami s of the lusters and on
their distan e s ale.
Previously, only radial velo ities were available. From them two of the three omponents of the luster's rotation an be measured, and anisotropy of the velo ity ellipsoid
of the brighter stars an be estimated from a omparison of observed velo ity dispersions
with those predi ted by a model that is based on isotropi velo ities. From proper motions,
however, anisotropy an be measured dire tly by omparing proper-motion dispersions in
the radial and transverse dire tions. Moreover, su h measurements an be extended to lowmass stars for whi h anisotropy measurements have not previously been possible. Radial
variations of the radial-dire tion dispersion also o er a further he k on the modeling. Finally, measurement of the mean velo ity of luster stars with respe t to distant ba kground
obje ts gives the plane-of-the-sky omponent of luster rotation.
The most valuable by-produ ts of proper-motion measurements in globular lusters lie
outside the s ope of this onferen e. First among them is the measurement of luster
distan es by omparison of the dispersion of proper motions with that of radial velo ities,
whi h are now be oming available by the thousands from Fabry{Perot observations. Also
of value is the separation of luster stars from eld stars, whi h now allows tra ing luster
main sequen es almost to the hydrogen-burning limit.
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T 02

Mass Loss from Globular Clusters

Douglas C. Heggie (University of Edinburgh, Department of Mathemati s and Statisti s,
King's Buildings, May eld Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ, UK)
Study of the es ape rate from star lusters is a long-standing theoreti al problem, whi h
has been approa hed with both analyti al and numeri al methods. In re ent years a small
body of dire t observational eviden e has also a ummulated. This talk reviews all three
aspe ts of the problem.
Even in the simplest ases of equal-mass systems in isolation, some fundamental theoreti al issues remain unresolved at the present day. The in lusion of tidal e e ts hanges
the problem qualitatively, in relation to the de nition of es ape, es ape riteria, the time
s ale of es ape, the role of relaxation in the es ape rate, and the self- onsisten y requirements of tidal boundary onditions. In lusion of mass loss by stellar evolution appears
to separate luster evolution into two rather separate regimes, depending on the relative
rates of relaxation and stellar evolution.
The pre ise formulation of the boundary onditions requires are, even for a luster on
a ir ular gala ti orbit, whi h is a highly idealised ase. Our theoreti al understanding
of these issues for lusters on realisti (ellipti ) gala ti orbits is extremely limited, but
progress is needed for the purpose of interpretation of observations.

T 03

Monte Carlo Simulations of Star Clusters

M. Giersz (N. Coperni us Astronomi al Center, Polish A ademy of S ien es,
ul. Barty ka 18, 00{716 Warsaw, Poland)
A revision of Stodolkiewi z's Monte Carlo ode is used to simulate evolution of large star
lusters. The new method treats ea h superstar as a single star and follows the evolution
and motion of all individual stellar obje ts. The rst al ulations, for multi-mass systems
in uen ed by the tidal eld of a parent galaxy and with stellar evolution are presented. The
pro ess of energy generation was realised by means of an appropriately modi ed Spitzer's
formula for the intera tion ross se tion between binaries and eld stars. The setup of the
initial model was analogous to the one a epted for the ollaborative experiment (Heggie
et al 1998): M = 60000M , = 2:35, mmin = 0:1M , mmax = 15:0M , rtid = 30p ,
ex ept the initial on entration. Models with W0 = 3; 5; 7 and Plummer model were
simulated.
The rst results are in a good agreement with the theoreti al expe tation. The initial
rapid mass loss, due to stellar evolution of most massive stars, auses expansion of the whole
luster and eventually leads to disruption of the less bound system (W0 = 3). Models with
larger W0 survive this phase of evolution and then undergo ore ollapse and subsequent
post- ollapse expansion, as for isolated models. The expansion phase is eventually reserved
when tidal limitation be omes important. As in isolated models, mass segregation almost
stops by the end of the ore ollapse (ex ept W0 = 3); after a ore boun e there is a
substantial in rease in the mean mass, aused by the preferential es ape of stars of low
mass and tidal e e ts. Models with W0 > 5 show modest initial build up of anisotropy in
the outer parts of the system. As the tidal stripping exposes inner parts of the system,
anisotropy gradually de reases and eventually be omes slightly negative.
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Formation and Early Evolution of Star Clusters

T 04

Christian Boily
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
I dis uss how initial onditions imprint the early evolution of stellar lusters using numeri al
N-body simulations. I limit the dis ussion to Newtonian gravitation and negle t mass loss
due to stellar evolution. As star luster pro les are well tted with King models but su er
mu h two-body relaxation, I ask how mu h freedom is allowed in the initial onditions for
them to show the degree of symmetry they have, by on entrating on the regime where
two-body e e ts are small. I investigate the e e ts of morphology, rotation and tides in
parti ular, and emphasise the r^ole of radial orbit instability.

Rotation and Relaxation
in Dense Star Clusters and Gala ti Nu lei

T 05

R. Spurzem
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
The on ept of two-body relaxation in systems onsisting of initially un orrelated point
masses, whi h drives ore ollapse and gravothermal ore os illations in (globular) star
lusters and generates steady-state density usps around massive bla k holes in gala ti
nu lei is a simple, traditional but very su essful on ept to understand the physi al behaviour of many gravitating N -body systems, despite of its obvious la k of realism ( nite
size of stars, dynami s oupled to stellar evolution pro esses, primordial binaries). It is
shown how a moderate amount of initial rotation and a ertain initial fra tion of binaries
(\primordial binaries") hange the standard evolutionary features even on that fundamental theoreti al level. Two-dimensional proje ted pro les of densities, velo ity dispersions,
and rotational velo ities an be dedu ed from our self- onsistent evolutionary models. For
the rst time self- onsistent distributions of a large number of primordial binaries, evolving self- onsistently in and with a surrounding star luster are presented. A review of
further re nements of star luster models from other work in the eld will be given, whi h
are ne essary steps on the road to realisti astrophysi al star luster simulations, with a
omparative assessment of the di erent physi al models used in the eld.
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T 06

The Formation of Hierar hi al Systems in Star Clusters

S. J. Aarseth
(Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge, UK)
Results of star luster simulations on HARP show that hierar hi al systems play an important role for the overall dynami s. Models with 8000 single stars and 2000 primordial
binaries reveal a gradual build-up and more than 20 su h systems may exist during the
later stages of evolution. We on entrate on the formation of hierar hies and their stability. This analysis is fa ilitated by the use of hain regularization whi h provides a natural
tool for investigating the formation me hanism. Although hierar hies an be onsidered
as newly formed binaries, their mode of formation often leads dire tly to hard binding energies. Most of these systems are formed by lose two-body en ounters between binaries,
whereas standard binaries form by the lassi al three-body pro ess and their appearan e is
therefore oinsiderably less pronoun ed. Finally, we dis uss the impli ations of persistent
higher-order systems for dire t N-body simulations of globular lusters.

T 07

Dynami s of Bla k-Hole Nu lei

D. Merritt
(Rutgers University, New Brunswi k, NJ)
The stellar dynami s of gala ti nu lei ontaining supermassive bla k holes is reviewed.
Topi s in lude: Observational onstraints on nu lear dynami s; stellar dynami al limits on
the shapes of nu lei; and formation and evolution of bla k-hole binaries.
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Stellar Collisions in the Gala ti Centre

T 08

M. B. Davies
(University of Lei ester, UK)
We onsider the destru tive e e ts of en ounters between binaries and red-giant stars in the
gala ti entre. Su h en ounters may explain the observed depletion of luminous red giants
within the entral 0.2 p of the galaxy. We onsider en ounters involving 2M and 8M
red giants, and thus span the range of stellar masses ontributing to the most luminous red
giants observed in the3 gala ti entre. To explore the phase spa e of en ounters thoroughly,
we simulate 18  10 en ounters using a modi ed four-body ode where the red-giant
ore and omponents of the binary are treated as point masses, and where the envelope
on guration is assumed to remain stati throughout the en ounter. We then rerun a small
number of en ounters with a smoothed parti le hydrodynami s (SPH) ode to on rm the
reliability of on lusions drawn from the four-body runs. We see two possible pathways
to red-giant destru tion. A large fra tion of en ounters lead to the formation of ommonenvelope systems, where two ompa t obje ts (drawn from the red-giant ore and the
omponents of the original binary) form a binary within a ommon gaseous envelope,
whilst the third body is eje ted. The destru tion of the red giant will then follow when the
envelope is eje ted as the binary hardens. In a smaller number of en ounters, the intruding
binary passes through the star and eje ts the red-giant ore from the envelope. The redgiant envelope will then disperse on short time-s ales. We ompute the time-s ales for
both of these pro esses to o ur in the gala ti entre for a variety of binary populations.

T 09

Instabilities in the Spheri al Phase Models of Collapsing Galaxies

S. N. Nuritdinov
(Tashkent University, Astronomy Department, 700095, Tashkent, Uzbekistan
e-mail: nuritastrin.uzs i.net, snurphys.silk.org)
One of the main goals of this paper is the development ondition determination of some
instabilities on the ba kground of ollapsing self-gravitating spheri al systems. Early it
was onstru ted two non-linearly non-stationary models of ollapsing system. As onemultiplely ollapsing model has weak power-degree instability we onstru ted pulsating
models.
Here it will presented basi results of the stability analysis of these non-linear models.
We onsidered large-seale and small-s ale modes of os illations on the ba kground of the
non-linear model. In parti ular, some results were applied to the formation problem of the
globular luster system.
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T 10

The Gala ti Potential in the Solar Neighbourhood

O. Bienayme
(Observatoire Astronomique de Strasbourg, Fran e)
Hippar os data provide the rst, volume limited and absolute magnitude limited homogeneous tra er of stellar density and velo ity distributions in the solar neighbourhood. The
density of A-type stars more luminous than Mv = 2:5 an be a urately mapped within
a sphere of 125 p radius, while proper motions in gala ti latitude provide the verti al
velo ity distribution near the gala ti plane. The potential well a ross the gala ti plane
is tra ed pra ti ally hypothesis-free and model-free. The lo al dynami al density omes
out as 0 = 0:076  0:015 M p 3 a value well below all previous determinations leaving
no room for any disk shaped omponent of dark matter.

T 11

The Initial Mass Fun tion of Stars

Pavel Kroupa
(Institut fur Theoretis he Astrophysik, Tiergartenstrae 15, D-69121 Heidelberg, Germany)
The observational surveys and methods aimed at onstraining the distribution fun tion of
stellar masses an be subdivided into three broad mass regimes, ea h of whi h has its own
pe uliar diÆ ulties and biases: massive stars (m > 5 M approximately), low-mass stars
(0:8 0:1 M ) and brown dwarfs (0:08 0:01 M ). Taking a ount of biases through unresolved multiple systems, in ompleteness and dynami al e e ts, su h as mass segregation
and eje tion of massive stars from lusters, and assuming the IMF is ontinuous, I show
that it an be approximated by the following three-part power-law form for population I
stars (Salpeter: = 2:35):
( +0:3 ; 0:01  m=M < 0:08;
(1)
(m) = +1:3 ; 0:08  m=M < 0:5;
+2:3 ; 0:5  m=M ;
where  (m)dm is the number of stars in the mass interval m to m + dm, and  (m) /
m . The IMF is well onstrained in the mass range 0:1 0:8 M , where it annot be
approximated by a single power-law. The un ertainty in in this mass range is Æ  0:2.
Below the hydrogen burning mass limit, remains rather un ertain, with values between
about = 0 and 1.0. The data show eviden e for two hanges of the power-law index only,
namely near 0:5 M and 0:08 M . In addition, the various surveys of OB asso iations and
young lusters lead to a onstant s atter of Æ  0:5 in the range  1 100 M . Massive
stars have a high multipli ity fra tion, and orre tion for this may systemati ally steepen
the IMF further to  2:5 2:7 for m > 1 M .
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Stellar Moving Groups in the Solar Neigbourhood via
HIPPARCOS Data

T 12

A. Mullari, C. Flynn (Tuorla Observatory, University of Turku, Finland)
V. Orlov (Astronomi al Institute, St. Petersburg State University, Russia)
The existen e of the moving groups is known for a long time. However, the absen e of
high a ura y observational data for large samples of stars did not allow the sear h for the
moving groups on a large s ale. Now su h an opportunity exists due to the HIPPARCOS
Catalogue. We onsider a sub-sample of stars from the solar neigbourhood of 75 p with
known radial velo ities. There are 5377 su h stars in this atalogue.
The goal of our study is to ompile a preliminary list of andidates to the moving
groups as pla es of on entrations of the stars in the (three-dimensional) velo ity spa e.
Using hierar hi al luster analysis we revealed 25 moving groups. Most of the moving
groups follow two large streams in the velo ity spa e. These streams orrespond to the
well-known Hyades and Sirius super lusters. The velo ity dispersions of the moving groups
in rease with age. This on rms the heating of the older stars due to intera tions with
spiral arms, giant mole ular louds, et .

The Evolution of the Milky Way
Monitored in the Solar Neighbourhood

T 13

B. Fu hs
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
In this review I on entrate on the dynami al evolution of the Milky Way disk as monitored
in the solar neighbourhood. I present the relevant data sets and dis uss the material. Next
I review the various me hanisms, whi h drive the dynami al evoltion. Finally I dsi uss
brie y some data on the kinemati s of nearby subdwarfs.
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T 14

DIVA, the Next Global Astrometry and Photometry Mission

S. Roser, U. Bastian
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
The small German satellite DIVA is intended to provide highest-quality astrometri and
multi-band spe trophotometri data for a omplete sky survey of about 35 million stars.
The satellite is planned to operate for two years, starting early 2004. Final results will be
generally available in 2008.
With about 300 times as many stars as Hippar os, typi ally ve times the astrometri
pre ision, and the provision of multi- olour photometry in several dozen opti al and nearUV bands, DIVA will be the next milestone in the series of global astrometri data sets
that started with the Hippar os Catalogue in 1997 and whi h will ulminate in the GAIA
data produ ts around 2018.
The talk will present a brief des ription of the proje t and its planned produ ts. DIVA's
s ienti potential for gala ti astronomy and stellar astrophysi s will be outlined by examples from di erent elds of resear h. DIVA's appli ations will generally over similar
areas as those of Hippar os, but at a greatly in reased s ale. While Hippar os provided
about 20 000 parallaxes of 10 per ent relative pre ision (out to about 100 p ), DIVA will
yield about 250 000 of them, out to about 600 p . Proper motions will have pre isions up
to 0.1 milli-ar se /year, orresponding to a tangential velo ity of 1 km/s at a distan e of
2 kp . The multi- olour photometry will give a fairly lear physi al hara terization of a
large proportion of the observed stars, largely eliminating the need of extensive groundbased parallel observation ampaigns for the sele tion of spe i stellar samples within the
DIVA data.
T 15

The Dynami s of the Galaxy's Satellites

James Binney
(Physi s Department, Oxford University, 1 Keble Road, Oxford OX1 3NP, England)
Two questions will be addressed: (i) what onstraints do the Galaxy's satellites pla e on
the extent and mass of the Milky Way? (ii) what do observations of the Magellani Clouds
and the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy imply for the rate at whi h the Galaxy is a reting mass
and o -axis angular momentum?
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The Nu lear Star Cluster and the Massive Bla k Hole
at the Centre of the Milky Way

T 16

R. Genzel
(Max-Plan k-Institut fuer extraterrestris he Physik, Gar hing
genzelmpe.mpg.de)
I dis uss high resolution near-infrared imaging and spe tros opy of the entral parse of the
Galaxy. The observations give detailed information about the stru ture and omposition
of the dense stellar luster at the entre of the Galaxy. I review the star formation history,
dynami s, and evolution of this unique 'stellar luster', as well as the urrent eviden e the
stellar motions provide for the presen e of a massive entral bla k hole.

The Stellar Age Distribution
and the Verti al Stru ture of Gala ti Disks

T 17

A. Just
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
The velo ity dispersion and as a onsequen e the s ale height of the stellar populations of
gala ti disks in rease with age. We ompute self- onsistent models for the present day
verti al stru ture of the stellar disk in luding self-gravity, and the gravitation of the gas
omponent and of the dark halo. We start with a star formation rate history orre ted for
the e e t of mass loss due to stellar evolution and a dynami al heating fun tion. As a result
we nd the verti al density pro le, the age distribution of the stars, and also the velo ity
distribution fun tion of di erent types of stars assuming isothermal sub omponents for
ea h age.
For the solar ylinder we nd a model to t the velo ity distribution fun tions for
di erent samples of stars and reprodu e the observed heating fun tion. We get the lo al
age distribution of the stars and derive the s ale height as a fun tion of age. From that
we an ompute the mean s ale height for di erent types of stars. This an be used to
determine the IMF from the lo al mass or luminosity fun tion. Sin e the mass loss of the
stellar omponent depends on the IMF, the star formation rate history an be omputed
from the present day age distribution as a last step.
These self- onsistent disk models show that the determination of the IMF and the star
formation rate history depend in a ompli ated way on the lo al age distribution and the
dynami al heating fun tion. The high mass end is mu h more a e ted than the low mass
end of the IMF.
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T 18

Evolution of Globular Cluster Systems

E. Vesperini
(Department of Physi s and Astronomy, University of Massa husetts, Amherst, MA, USA)
The evolution of the main properties of globular luster systems (mass fun tion, spatial
distribution, spe i frequen y) in the Galaxy and in ellipti al galaxies and their variation
with the gala to entri distan e is thoroughly investigated. The e e ts of stellar evolution,
two-body relaxation and dynami al fri tion on the evolution of individual globular lusters
are onsidered.
The dependen e of the evolution of globular luster systems on their initial mass fun tion and on the properties of the host galaxy will be dis ussed; in parti ular I will dis uss
the results of a survey over a large number of di erent initial onditions showing the variation, due to the e e ts of dynami al evolution, in the fra tion of surviving lusters and
in the properties of their mass fun tion for di erent host galaxies; host galaxies ranging
from dwarf to giant ellipti als are onsidered.
The results will be ompared with the observational data available for gala ti and
extragala ti globular luster systems.

T 19

OGLE Survey { Mi rolensing in the Milky Way

M. Szymanski
_
A. Udalski, M. Kubiak, G. Pietrzynski, I. Soszynski, P. Wozniak, K. Zebru
n
(Warsaw University Observatory, Poland)
Opti al Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) is a long-term proje t dedi ated to the
sear h for mi rolensing phenomena. The observations are performed at the Las Campanas
Observatory, Chile, operated by the Carnegie Institution of Washington, using 1-meter
Swope teles ope (1992-1995, OGLE-I phase) and then 1.3-meter dedi ated Warsaw teles ope (from 1997, OGLE-II phase). Based on the massive photometry of the dense star
elds in the Gala ti Bulge, Gala ti Disk and the Magellani Clouds, OGLE survey resulted in dis overy of the rst ever dete ted mi rolensing event in the Gala ti Bulge,
followed by over 200 events found to date. The opti al depth to mi rolensing was rst estimated to be larger than (3:3  1:2)  10 6 (1994), in ex ess of urrent theoreti al estimates.
The preliminary analysis of mu h larger data set (1999) on rms this result.
The huge photometri database of OGLE experiment allows many side proje ts to be
done. These in lude also some interesting results in the eld of our Galaxy exploration:
eviden es for existen e of a bar in the Galaxy, publi ation of extin tion maps towards
the Gala ti Bulge, atalog of periodi variable stars in the Gala ti Center, photometry
of globular lusters ! Cen and 47 Tu , et . The OGLE real-time system of dete tion of
ongoing mi rolensing events (EWS) allows other ollaborations (PLANET, MPS) to sear h
for extrasolar planets orbiting lensed stars.
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Halo Debris Streams as Reli ts from
the Formation of the Milky Way

T 20

A. Helmi (Leiden Observatory, The Netherlands)
S. White (Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astrophysik, Germany)
We study numeri al simulations of satellite galaxy disruption in a Gala ti potential and in
a s aled-down high resolution N-body simulation of the formation of a luster in a CDM
osmology. Our goal is to assess whether a merger origin for the stellar halo would leave
observable fossil stru ture in the phase-spa e distribution of nearby stars. Although after
10 billion years few asymmetries remain in the distribution of parti les in on guration
spa e, strong orrelations are still present in velo ity spa e. We nd that if the whole stellar
halo were built by disrupted satellites, it should onsist lo ally of 300-500 kinemati ally
old streams.
We also use kinemati data from the HIPPARCOS satellite and demonstrate the existen e of debris streams in the solar neigbourhood originating in a single oherent obje t
(probably resembling the Fornax dSph) disrupted during or very soon after the Milky
Way's formation. These ghostly streams may be the rst fossil eviden e showing dire tly
that our own Galaxy was put together from smaller building blo ks.
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Finding out the Velo ity Anisotropy Parameter
for Some Globular Clusters

P 01

A. Ashurov (Physi al Fa ulty, Tashkent State University
Vuzgorodok, 700095 Tashkent, Uzbekistan, e-mail: alikphys.silk.org)
The dynami al evolution problems of globular lusters often request determination of the
some kinemati hara ters of these lusters from observations. One of them is a anisotropy
parameter. It hara terizes a velo ity distribution in stellar systems and in general ase
it depends on radial distan e and time (R. Spurzem, IAU Symp. 174). In this paper
we are onsidering the problem of determination of the velo ity distribution hara ter in
globular lusters using observation data. For these al ulations we used density pro les
from star ounts. Minimizing the sum of the squares of the di eren e between theoreti al
and observational surfa e densities we determined the value of the anisotropy parameter
A for 10 globular lusters. Here we de ided to onsider the ase of A = onst along radius.
The results show that for some lusters A > 1, i. e. the velo ity distribution is radially
elongated. This means the presen e of some nonstationary pro esses in these lusters (e. g.
star-a reting entral massive obje t et al.). Also we analysed a dependen e of anisotropy
parameter from others.
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P 02

Lifetimes of Star Clusters and Dynami al Relaxation

H. Baumgardt (University of Edinburgh, Department of Mathemati s and Statisti s,
King's Buildings, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ, UK)
We report results of ollisional N -body simulations aimed to study the dynami al evolution of star lusters. Our lusters onsist of equal-mass stars and are in virial equilibrium.
Clusters moving in external tidal elds and lusters limited by a ut-o radius are simulated. Our main fo us is to study the s aling of the lifetimes of the lusters with the
parti le number.
We nd that star lusters in external tidal elds exhibit a s aling problem in the sense
that their lifetimes do not s ale with the relaxation time. Isolated lusters show a similar
problem if stars are removed only after their distan e to the luster entre ex eeds the
ut-o radius. If stars are removed immediately after their energy ex eeds the energy
ne essary for es ape, the s aling problem disappears.
We show that some stars whi h gain the energy ne essary for es ape are s attered
to lower energies before they an leave the luster. Sin e the eÆ i ien y of this pro ess
de reases with in reasing parti le number, it auses the lifetimes not to s ale with the
relaxation time. A toy model is onstru ted whi h reprodu es the s aling of the lifetimes
in the di erent ases.

P 03

Spatial and Kinemati Stru ture
of the Per OB2 Asso iation Region

A. N. Belikov, N. Khar henko, A. E. Piskunov
(Institute of Astronomy RAS, 48 Pjatnitskaja str., Mos ow, Russia),
E. S hilba h, R.-D. S holz
(Astrophysikalis hesInstitut Potsdam, An der Sternwarte 16, D-14482 Potsdam, Germany)
We have investigated the spatial and kinemati stru ture of the nearby region of star formation with a radius of 10Æ , entered at the Per OB2 asso iation. The region has omplex
stru ture: it in ludes dark and dense louds, young stellar groups and OB stars. A ompiled atalogue of about 12000 stars has been onstru ted. It is based on the Hippar os
and Ty ho atalogues and in ludes other relevant data like the PPM and CMC11 atalogues, data from the Simbad database and from a number of other published atalogues.
The atalogue is omplete down to V = 10:6, and has a limiting magnitude of V = 15. In
some espe ially interesting regions (IC 348 region) it is omplete down to V = 18:6, and
has a limiting magnitude of V = 21:2. Here we report results on the overall stru ture of
the region. As the analysis of spatial velo ities, available parallaxes and olor-magnitude
diagrams has shown, the stellar population an be divided into two major groups, whose
members have ommon spatial, kinemati and evolutionary parameters. The rst group
of stars belonging to the relatively small ore of the asso iation with a radius of about
5 p , is lo ated at a distan e ofÆ 370  24 p from the Sun, whereas the se ond group or the
"asso iation front shell" at 3 to the south of the asso iation enter, is lo ated between
the ore and the Sun (at a distan e of 275 p along the line of sight). This group onsists
of early type stars, dark louds, and young stellar groups (like the IC 348 and NGC 1333
lusters).
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Determining Hard Binary Populations of Globular Clusters
with Gravitational Radiation

M. Bena quista
(Montana State University-Billings, Billings, Montana 59101)
The re ent dis overy of nine new millise ond pulsars in 47 Tu anae brings the number
of known pulsars in that globular luster to twenty. The s enarios for the formation and
evolution of re y led pulsars in globular lusters in lude tidal apture of low-mass mainsequen e stars by neutron stars and ex hange intera tions with primordial binaries. These
s enarios generally involve mass transfer between a main-sequen e or evolved star and
the neutron star, resulting in a short-period binary system onsisting of a neutron star
and a low-mass degenerate obje t (M  0:2M ). These systems will produ e signals of
ontinuous gravitational radiation whi h should be dete table by spa e-based gravitational
radiation dete tors su h as LISA. The angular resolution of LISA is su h that sour es with
orbital period of about 2000 s an be lo ated to within the angular size of 47 Tu anae.
Thus, gravitational radiation an be used to measure the population of hard binaries whi h
is expe ted to arise from the s enario nario whi h produ es the millise ond pulsars. Sin e
these s enarios di er signi antly in the expe ted hard binary population, gravitational
radiation observations an be used to distinguish between them.

Dynami al SPH + N-body Code for Chemo-photometri
Evolution of Disk Galaxies

P 05

Peter Ber zik (Main Astronomi al Observatory, Ukrainian National A ademy of S ien es
03680, Golosiiv, Kiev-127, Ukraine, e-mail: ber zikmao.kiev.ua)
The hemi al and photometri evolution of star forming disk galaxy is investigated using
the dynami al SPH + N-body ode. The hydrodynami al simulations are based on our own
ode of the Chemo-Dynami al Smoothed Parti le Hydrodynami s (CD { SPH) approa h,
in luding feedba k through star formation. The dynami s of the \star" omponent is
treated in the frame of a standard N-body approa h. Thus, the galaxy onsists of gas and
\star" parti les. The star formation (SF) pro ess, SNII, SNIa and PN events as well as
hemi al enri hment of gas have been onsidered within the framework of model proposed
in Ber zik P., 1999, A&A, 348, 371.
The ode is slightly modi ed for the present problem so as to in lude the photometri
evolution of ea h \star" parti le, based on the idea of the Single Stellar Population (SSP)
Tantalo R., Chiosi C., Bressan A. & Fagotto F., 1996, A&A, 311, 361. At ea h time-step,
absolute magnitudes: MU , MB , MV , MR , MI , MK , MM and Mbol are de ned separately
for ea h \star" parti le. The spe tro-photometri evolution of the overall ensemble of the
"star" parti les forms the Spe tral Energy Distribution (SED) of the galaxy.
As a rst appli ation, the model is used to des ribe the hemi al and photometri
evolution of the Milky Way { like disk galaxy.
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Tra ing Spiral Stru ture in the Milky Way

Ni olai Bissantz,
(Astronomis hes Institut der Universitat Basel, e-mail: ni olai.bissantzgmx.de)
Ortwin Gerhard,
(Astronomis hes Institut der Universitat Basel)
We present a new model for the 3D light distribution of the Milky Way derived with a new
non-parametri deproje tion te hnique algorithm that supplements the Ri hardson-Lu y
method and is more exible in model onstraints. The method is based on the penalised
maximum likelihood te hnique. Our new models in lude the spiral stru ture of the Milky
Way and are onstrained by the distribution of lump giants along ertain lines-of-sight
towards the bulge in addition to the COBE/DIRBE L-band data. They reprodu e the
tangent points of the spiral arms and the asymmetry in the lump giant distribution.
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The Inner and Outer Cluster Blue Horizontal Bran hes
of M92, M3 and M13

D. J. Butler (Max-Plan k Institut fur extraterrestris he Physik, Postfa h 1603,
85748 Gar hing, Germany)
A. Shearer (Information Te hnology Centre, National University of Ireland, Galway)
We ompare the following blue horizontal bran h (BHB) properties of the inner (r < 40 ar
se ) and outer regions of three globular lusters (M92, M3 and M13) using independently
redu ed ar hive HST/WFPC-2 V, U data and published outer luster B, V data: (a) V
magnitude extension and (b) lo ation of BHB gap minima in V. We keep low number
statisti s in mind, and ask the following for ea h GC: Are the inner and outer luster BHB
star populations onsistent with being drawn from the same distribution of star properties?
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The Dynami al Evolution of Globular Cluster Systems
in Triaxial Galaxies

P 08

R. Capuzzo-Dol etta
(Institute of Astronomy, University La Sapienza, Roma)
The presen e of the popolous family of box orbits in triaxial galaxies makes them a pla e
where the evolution of the globular luster system (GCS) is expe ted to be mu h more
relevant than in axisymmetri galaxies. A tually, the e e t of dynami al fri tion is signifi antly enhan ed, as well as tidal intera tion with the ompa t entral region.
We have integrated a set of orbits (in a huge range of initial onditions and of gala ti models) of globular lusters moving in self- onsistent triaxial potentials, in order to
deepen the study of the importan e of dynami al fri tion on the individual and global
hara teristi s. The results on rm that the di eren e between the radial distribution of
the halo-bulge stellar omponent and the one of the GCS ( learly shown by many observations of ellipti al galaxies) may be explained by the GCS evolution. Moreover, the
GCS evolution may lead to loss of matter (in form of tidally stripped stars) to the gala ti
entre, helping the formation and subsequent a retion of a massive obje t therein.

Gala toverti al Os illations of Blue Supergiants
as a Test of the Theories of Stellar Evolution

P 09

A. K. Dambis
(Sternberg Astronomi al Institute, Universitetskii pr. 13, Mos ow, 119899 Russia)
The absolute magnitudes, intrinsi olours, and distan es are inferred for 619 Gala ti blue
supergiants using published UBV or uvby and H photometry and absolute-magnitude and
intrinsi - olour alibrations by Dambis (1990, 1991). The individual ages are determined
for all stars based on di erent iso hrone grids both lassi al and those in luding mass loss
and overshooting. The verti al s ale height of the subsample of blue supergiants lo ated
within 1.5 kp of the Sun (a total of 226 stars) is found to de rease with the age from
 60 p for the youngest stars down to  20 p for the oldest ones. The time s ale of
this de rease is known to be related to the period of gala toverti al os illations in the
solar neighbourhood (M. Joeveer, Tartu Publ., 1974, vol. 47, p. 35). The latter an be
independently inferred from the known mean density in the solar neighbourhood and Oort's
onstants and then ompared with the values implied by the analysis of the evolution of
the Gala toverti al distribution of blue supergiants in terms of variuous iso hrone grids in
order to test the underlying theories of stellar evolution.
Our results provide strong eviden e in favor of lassi al theories of stellar evolution
without overshooting and intense mass loss.
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The Equilibrium after the Violent Relaxation
in the Numeri al Dynami al Models of the Open Star Clusters

V. M. Danilov
(Urals State University, Lenin's pr., Ekaterinburg, 620083, Russia)
During the time of violent relaxation vr the virial equilibrium does not attain in onsidered
models of the open stellar lusters, but the equilibrium distribution of stars is formed in
some physi al spa es. This distribution of stars is only a little varied with the time t when
t > vr . The analyti al form for su h equilibrium distribution of stars is obtained. The
distribution of stars in the phase spa e and the regular potential of su h equilibrium luster
model are strongly varying periodi ally (or near periodi ally) with the time.
The lo al relaxation times for the luster model during the violent relaxation are estimated by the results of the investigation of the instability of the phase-spa e density
fun tions of the luster model relatively to the small perturbations in the initial phasespa e oordinates of stars.
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Intermediate-mass X-ray Binaries and their
role in Produ ing Millise ond Pulsars
in Globular Clusters

M. B. Davies
(University of Lei ester, UK)
We investigate the onditions by whi h neutron star retention in globular lusters is
favoured. We nd that neutron stars formed in massive binaries are far more likely to
be retained. Su h binaries are likely to then evolve into onta t before en ountering other
stars, possibly produ ing a single neutron star after a ommon envelope phase. A large
fra tion of the single neutron stars in globular lusters are then likely to ex hange into
binaries ontaining moderate-mass main-sequen e stars, repla ing the lower-mass omponents of the original systems. These binaries will be ome intermediate-mass X-ray binaries
(IMXBs), on e the moderate-mass star evolves o the main-sequen e, as mass is transferred onto the neutron star possibly spinning it up in the pro ess. Su h systems may
be responsible for the population of millise ond pulsars (MSPs) that has been observed
in globular lusters. Additionally, the period of mass-transfer (and thus X-ray visibility)
in the vast majority of su h systems will have o urred 5{10 Gyr ago thus explaining the
observed relative pau ity of X-ray binaries today, given the MSP population.
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Stellar Velo ity Field in the Bar of the Galaxy
Revealed from SiO Maser Observations

P 12

S. Degu hi
(Nobeyama Radio Observatory, Minamimaki, Minamisaku, Nagano 384-1305, Japan)
A large survey has been made in the SiO J=1{0, v=1 and 2 transitions
( 43 GHz) for the
olor-sele ted IRAS sour es in the entral part of the Galaxy, 10Æ < l < 40Æ and jbj  3Æ
with the Nobeyama 45-m teles ope. We have dete ted 338 out of 622 observed sour es in
SiO masers; most of them are new dete tions (not observed previously in OH). Distan es
to the sour es range approximately from 2 kp to 13 kp (estimated from the IRAS 12 and
25 m ux densities) and radial velo ities of the sour es spread between 310 km s 1 and
300 km 1 . The average rotational motion and velo ity dispersion of the bulge stars agree
well with the 3-D
steady-state model of the triaxial bulge. We found that the subsets of
sour es in 10Æ < l < 15Æ , whi h are divided by distan e, exhibit a systemati velo ity
shift in front of and behind the gala ti enter, suggesting eviden e of streaming motions
of stars along the bulge bar.

Multi-mass Gaseous Models of Globular Clusters
with Stellar Evolution

P 13

S. Deiters and R. Spurzem
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
Gaseous models have proven to be a omputationally heap and reliable tool to investigate
the dynami al behaviour of globular lusters in great detail. But to ompete with other
approa hes for modelling the evolution of star lusters they need to be brought up to date
with respe t to the e e ts of a stellar mass spe trum, stellar evolution, and a onsistent
treatment of the tidal eld of the galaxy. Here we want to report on the e e ts of a mass
spe trum and stellar evolution on the dynami al evolution of the luster.
By subdividing our model in several dynami al omponents { ea h with di erent stellar
mass, whose stellar evolution is followed in a parameterised way { we an simulate the
e e ts of the evolution of stars of di erent masses in the luster. Even rst tests with a
rather simple way of modelling the mass loss due to stellar evolution showed how only small
hanges in the mass loss rate an hange the internal dynami s of the luster dramati ally.
We now want to report on the results of a more detailed des ription of the mass loss in our
models and plan to show rst results of models with a more dis retized mass spe trum.
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When Expanding Shells Fragment?

Sona Ehlerova and Jan Palous
(Astronomi al Institute, A ademy of S ien es of the Cze h Republi
Bon II 1401, 141 31 Prague 4, Cze h Republi )
The ontribution deals with the star formation indu ed in walls of expanding H i shells.
We are interested in the in uen e of external onditions, like the thi kness of the gala ti
gaseous disk, the density of the gas and its temperature; and also in the in uen e of the
type of the energy sour e ( ontinuous or instantenous release of the energy) and the total
amount of energy.
The evolution of expanding shells is al ulated numeri ally by the 3D ode based on the
thin shell approximation. The stability of shells is studied using the linear perturbation
theory.
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SUPERBOX { An EÆ ient Code for the Self-Consistent
Computation of the Dynami s of Collision-less Stellar Systems

Mi hael Fellhauer
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
We present Superbox, a parti le-mesh ode with high resolution sub-grids and a higher
order NGP (nearest grid point) for e- al ulation s heme based on the se ond derivatives
of the potential to a urately evaluate the a elerations. With this ode a large number of
galaxies an be modelled self- onsistently. The sub-grids follow the traje tories of individual galaxies and allow a highly resolved treatment of galaxy intera tions. Superbox is a
fast and low storage algorithm, giving the possibility to work with millions of parti les on
standard desk-top omputers. Energy and angular momentum are onserved within a few
tenths of a per ent. The e e ts of relaxation are negligible, even if the al ulation overs
a time-span longer than a Hubble-time.
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Could Merged Star- lusters Build up a Small Galaxy?

P 16

Mi hael Fellhauer
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
We investigate the behaviour of a luster of young massive star lusters (hereafter superluster) in the tidal eld of a host galaxy with a high-resolution parti le-mesh ode, Superbox. Spe i ally we want to establish if and how su h super star- lusters merge and arry
out a detailed study of the resulting merger-obje t. This merger-obje t shows either the
elongated (` u y') shape of dSph-galaxies or the properties of a ompa t spheri al obje t
whi h devellops later on to a dSph-like obje t depending on the initial on entration and
the orbit of the super- luster.
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The Reality of Old Moving Groups after Hippar os { HR1614

S. Feltzing (Lund Observatory, Box 43, 221 00 Lund, Sweden)
It was Olin Eggen who rst introdu ed the on ept of moving groups, most famous is
maybe the Hyades. The basi idea is that stars form in lusters and thus with similar
spa e motion, on top of whi h the random motions of single stars are added, resulting in a
modest velo ity dispersion. Through the orbital motion in the gala ti potential the group
will stret h out into a tube-like stru ture and nally dissolve. The stars will appear, if
the Sun happens to be inside the tube, all over the sky but may be identi ed as a group
through their ommon spa e velo ities. Thus the moving groups may provide the essential,
and so far largely un-utilized, link between luster and eld stars. A large stumbling blo k
for the study of the reality of moving groups has been the la k of reliable parallaxes. This
has now been largely over ome by the observations by the Hippar os satellite (ESA, 1997).
Using the new parallaxes and re ent radial velo ities we perform, for the rst time, an
unbiased sear h in the UV-plane for the moving group HR1614. Combining the velo ity
data with high-quality photometri metalli ities we nd a on entration of stars with supersolar metalli ities entered roughly on the UV-velo ities of the star HR1614. Supported
by dynami al simulations of the evolution of this moving group in the UV-plane of the
member stars we on rm its existen e and derive a new age from our new, well-de ned,
sample of member stars. The stars will provide the basis for future investigations of
the abundan e pro le of the moving group. If eld stars originate in lusters then the
abundan e ratios for stars in moving group should be identi al to those of eld stars in the
solar neighbourghood. If the moving groups are not the sour e of the eld stars then it is
most likely that their star formation rate was di erent and the abundan e ratios will be
di erent. This is testable, in parti ular for metal-ri h moving groups, su h as HR1614.
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Environment and Stellar Evolution in Globular Clusters:
the Cases of M80 and ! Cen

Fran es i R. Ferraro
(Osservatorio Astronomi o di Bologna, Via Ranzani 1, 40127 Bologna, Italy)
The Color Magnitude Diagram of two Gala ti Globular Clusters (GGC) in whi h anomalous evolutive sequen es have been dete ted are presented and dis ussed:
M80 { Using UV HST-WFPC2 observations of the ore of the high density luster
M80 we dis overed the largest and most on entrated population of BSS ever found in
a Gal ti Cluster. Sin e M80 has the highest entral density of any GGC whi h has
shown no previous eviden e of ore ollapse, this dis overy ould represents the rst dire t
on rmation that stellar ollision ould indeed be e e tive in delaying the ore ollapse.
! Cen { The presen e of an anomalous Red Giant Bran h (RGB) well separated by
the bulk of the \normal" RGB stars has been dis overed in ! Cen using a new wide eld
and wide olor baseline photometry. This population represents the extreme metal ri h
extension of the stellar ontent in ! Cen. The spatial distribution of stars along this
bran h seems to de ne sub-stru tures whi h an be interpreted as a fossil re ord of the
tidal disruption of a merged subsystem.
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Monte Carlo Simulations of Dense Gala ti Nu lei

M. Freitag (Observatoire de Geneve, CH-1290 Sauverny, Switzerland)
W. Benz (Physikalis hes Institut, Universitat Bern
Sidlerstrasse 5, CH-3012 Bern, Switzerland)
The presen e of massive bla k holes (BHs) in the enter of many galaxies appears as
an ines apable on lusion of re ent high-resolution observations. This fa t revives mu h
interest in the study of the joint evolution of the entral BH and its surrounding stellar
luster. In parti ular, in systems with high stellar densities, bright a retion ares are
bound to o ur when stars are destroyed by the BH's tidal for es or through ollisions
with other stars.
In order to predi t the rate and hara teristi s of these disruptive events, self- onsistent
stellar dynami al simulations of the gala ti nu leus have to be arried out. The physi s
to be taken into a ount in ludes overall self-gravity, 2-body relaxation, stellar ollisions,
tidal disruptions, BH growth and stellar evolution. We developed a new ode based on
Henon's Monte Carlo s heme whi h proved so su essful in the realm of globular luster
studies.
Ex ept for stellar evolution, to be added at a future development stage, other key
ingredients are all in luded in our simulations. In parti ular, the out ome of stellar ollisions is determined through a huge set (> 10000) of realisti SPH (Smoothed Parti les
Hydrodynami s) simulations.
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Star Clusters Simulations Using GRAPE-5

P 20

Toshiyuki Fukushige (Department of General Systems Studies, College of Arts and
S ien es, University of Tokyo, 3-8-1 Komaba, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153, Japan)
We dis uss simulations of star luster, su h as globular luster, galaxy, and galaxy luster,
using GRAPE(GRAvity PipE)-5.
GRAPE-5 is a new version of spe ial-purpose omputer for many-body simulation,
GRAPE. GRAPE-5 has eight ustum pipeline LSI (G5 hip) per board, and its peak performan e is 38.4 G ops. GRAPE-5 is di erent from its prede essor, GRAPE-3, regarding
four points: a) the al ulation speed per hip is 8 time faster, b) the PCI bus is adapted
as an intefa e between host omputer and GRAPE-5, and, therefore, the ommuni ation
speed is order of magnitude faster, ) in addition to the pure 1/r potential, GRAPE-5 an
al ulate for e with arbitrary uto fun tion so that it an be applied to the Ewald or
P3 M methods, and d) the pair wise for e al ulated on GRAPE-5 is about 10 times more
a urate. Using the GRAPE-5 system with Barnes-Hut
tree algorithm, we an omplete
for e al ulations for one timestep in 10(N/106) se onds.
This speed enables us to perform a pre- ollapse globular luster simulation with real
number of parti les, and a galaxy simulation with more than 1 million parti les, within
several days. We also present some results of star luster simulations using the GRAPE-5
system.

Order and Chaos in the Lo al Dis Stellar Kinemati s

P 21

R. Fux
(Mount Stromlo Observatory, Private Bag, Weston Creek P. O., ACT 2611, Australia)
The e e ts of the Gala ti bar on the velo ity distribution of old dis stars in the Solar
neighbourhood are investigated using high-resolution test parti le and N -body simulations.
A detailed orbital analysis reveals that the stru ture of the U V distribution is losely
related to the phase-spa e extent of regular and haoti orbits. At low angular momentum
and for a suÆ iently strong bar, stars mainly follow haoti orbits whi h may enter and
be temporarily lo ked inside the orotation radius, and the U V ontours follow lines of
onstant Ja obi's integral ex ept near the regions o upied by weakly populated e entri
regular orbits. These properties an naturally a ount for the observed outward motion of
the lo al low-V stars.
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Towards Complete Stellar Orbits around the Galaxy's Central
Bla k Hole: The First A eleration Measurements

A. M. Ghez, M. Morris, E. E. Be klin
(University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1562, USA)
Five years ago, we initiated a proper motion study of the Galaxy's entral stellar luster
using di ra tion-limited K[2.2 mi ron℄-band images obtained with the W. M. Ke k I 10-m
tels ope. With relative positional a ura ies of 3 milliar se , we have been able to measure stars moving with velo ities up to 1400 km/s and, for the rst time ever, a elerations
of 2.7 mas=yr2 (0.33 m=s2 ) at proje ted distan es from the apparent radio ounterpart
of the bla k hole, Sgr A*, of 0.004 p (0.1 ar se ). These measurements have not only
provided us with dire t dynami al eviden e for a 2:6  106 M entral bla k hole, but have
also permitted us to begin to onstrain the orbits of these stars, whi h appear to be bound
to the entral mass. Continued study of these orbits (whi h possibly have periods as short
as 10 years) will allow us to infer the radial distribution of dark matter within a few
hundredths of a parse around the bla k hole.
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Resonant Ex itation of Spiral Density Waves
in Gala ti Disks of Stars

Evgeny Griv, Mi hael Gedalin, David Ei hler
(Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, P. O. Box 653, Beer-Sheva 84105, Israel)
Linear kineti theory is developed to des ribe the resonant Landau-type ex itation of spiral
density waves in a self-gravitating, rapidly and nonuniformly rotating, spatially inhomogeneous, and pra ti ally ollisionless stellar disk of at galaxies. The system is treated by
employing the well elaborated mathemati al formalisms from plasma perturbation theory
using normal-mode kineti analysis. It is shown that the wave-star intera tion at the orotation resonan e in a hydrodynami ally stable nonuniformly rotating self-gravitating disk
of parti les resembles a Cherenkov emission of ele tromagneti waves (light) with ontinuous spe trum and spe i angular distribution by an ele tri harge moving in a medium
at a onstant velo ity. This Landau ex itation of spiral density waves is suggested as a
me hanism for the formation of observable stru tural features su h as spiral arms, and
the slow on a Hubble time dynami al relaxation of disk-shaped galaxies, in a parameter
regime of lassi al `hydrodynami al' Jeans stability. A separate investigation based on
extensive N -body omputer simulations is des ribed to determine experimentally these
Landau-growing, os illatory propagating modes of os illations.
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Dire t N-body Simulations of the Stellar Velo ity Dispersion

J. Hanninen, C. Flynn
(Tuorla Observatory, Vaisalantie 20, FIN-21500 Piikkio, Finland)
Already in the 1950's it was observed that in the Solar neighborhood older star populations
have a higher velo ity dispersion than younger ones. During the years several me hanisms
have been proposed to explain the growth of the velo ity dispersion: en ounters of stars
with giant mole ular louds, heating of the gala ti dis by transient spiral waves, and
heating by proposed bla k holes in the Gala ti dark halo et . To date a onvin ing
me hanism to explain the observed amount of the dis heating has not been found.
We are ta kling this problem with dire t 3D N-body simulations. We simulate a lo al
pat h of the gala ti dis employing linearized equations of motion and periodi boundary
onditions. Perturbers, so far we have simulated giant mole ular louds (GMCs), are
treated as mass points. A softening
parameter is utilized in dire t for e al ulations,
typi ally 50 p for a GMC of 106 Solar masses.
A ording to our preliminary results stellar en ounters with GMCs an not explain the
observed amount heating of the stellar dis even if mu h higher number density of GMCs
is used than observed presently in the Solar neighborhood.
By the time of the meeting we hope to be able to present more detailed results and
to be able to ompare di erent plausible me hanisms that might be responsible for the
evolution of stellar velo ity dispersion.

A Mole ular Fa e-On View of the Gala ti Center {
Mole ular Bar and Its Kinemati s

P 25

T. Hasegawa, T. Sawada, T. Handa
(Institute of Astronomy, University of Tokyo, Osawa, Mitaka, Tokyo 181-8588, Japan)
R. J. Cohen (NuÆeld Radio Astronomy Laboratories, University of Man hester,
Jodrell Bank, Ma les eld, Cheshire SK11 9DL, U. K.)
We have su essfully onstru ted a fa e-on view of the mole ular gas distribution in the
entral kiloparse s of the Milky Way galaxy. The method detailed in a separate paper
(Sawada et al., this onferen e) is based on the omparison of the 2.6-mm CO emission and
18- m OH absorption line intensities. It does not require any knowledge of the kinemati s
of the region, and o ers an independent test for the dynami al models of the inner Galaxy.
The resultant fa e-on view shows the following hara teristi s:
1. The entral ondensation { This bright elongated stru ture of dense mole ular gas is
500 p long and is oriented 65  10 degrees away from end-on perspe tive with the
positive longitude side loser to us.
2. Mole ular lanes { A pair of fainter narrow emission stru tures originate from the
ends of the entral ondensation in the dire tion almost parallel to our line of sight.
3. Gas kinemati s { The fa e-on view of the velo ity eld shows the pattern hara teristi of the entral1 regions of barred spiral galaxies. The mole ular lanes exhibit
large ( 100 km s ) linewidths indi ative of violent dynami al pro esses su h as
sho ks and loud ollisions.
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Studying the Milky Way Galaxy with VERA
(VLBI Exploration of Radio Astrometry)

Mareki Honma
(National Astronomi al Observatory of Japan, Mitaka, 181-8588 Tokyo, Japan)
VERA (VLBI Exploration of Radio Astrometry), being promoted by National Astronomial Observatory of Japan in ollaboration with several Japanese universities, is a new VLBI
array of four 20 m antennas approved to start its onstru tion in 2000. VERA, the rst
VLBI array dedi ated to di erential VLBI, has a dual beam antenna system whi h enables
us to observe a Gala ti maser sour e and a nearby referen e sour e simultaneously to
remove the atmospheri u tuation, aiming at measuring the position of Gala ti masers
relative to referen e sour es (QSOs and radio galaxies) with 10 mi roar se level a ura y.
With that a ura y, VERA will be able to determine the distan e to a Gala ti obje t
D kp away from the Sun with an a ura y of D %, and the transverse velo ity with an
a ura y of 0.05 D km/s. Su h a high a ura y enables us for the rst time to measure the
trigonometri parallax in the whole Galaxy. Hen e, VERA will be one of the most powerful
tools to study the stru ture and dynami s of the Galaxy without assuming distan es and/or
transverse velo ities. The major s ien e targets of VERA will be the 3D stru ture of the
Galaxy and the distribution of dark matter, physi s of out ow in star forming regions
and stellar envelopes, maser physi s in star forming regions and late type stars, pre ise
alibration of the period-luminosity relation of Mira-type stars, stru ture and evolution
of QSOs and radio galaxies, and so on. In this presentation, we will dis uss the s ien e
targets with VERA, espe ially the stru ture and dynami s of the Milky Way Galaxy with
10 mi roar se level astrometry.
P 27

Thi k disk Properties from Gala ti Chemi al Evolution Model

Hou Jinliang (Shanghai Astronomi al Observatory, 80 Nadan Road, Shanghai, 200030,
China, Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris, 98bis, Bd. Arago, 75014, Paris, Fran e)
Chang Ruixiang (Shanghai Astronomi al Observatory, 80 Nadan Road, Shanghai,
200030, China)
The Milky Way is omposed of four omponents: buldge, halo, think and thin disk. A
good knowledge of the physi al properties of ea h part, su h as s ale length and height,
density pro le, metalli ity distribution, kinemati , are essential towards understanding the
formation and evolution of the Galaxy. Among whi h, the thi k disk may play an important
role. Attemps to dedu e its basi hara ters normally in lude remote star ounts and eld
star survey (Gilmore, Ried and Hewett 1985, Buser, Rong and Karaali, 1998). But the
results are still quite un ertain. Furthermore, how the think disk forms is also an open
question.
Based on the two a retion episodes idea, whi h was rst introdu ed by Parti et al.
(1995) and Chiappini et al. (1997) in modeling the hemi al evolution of the Galaxy, we
have established a two- omponent gala ti hemi al evolution model with radial dependent
SFR and Gaussian infall(Chang et al. 1999). In the modle, the present day lo al surfa e
density of the thi k disk has been hosen to be one of the free parameters, whi h enables
us to dis uss the density pro le of the thi k disk as well as its formation time s ale by
omparing model predi tions with most re ent observational onstraints whi h in lude
newest G-dwarf metalli ity distribution in the solar neighborhood (Hou et al. 1998).
The predi ated present-day lo al density of the thi k disk is about 14 and 10 M p 2
in the ase of pre- and post-thin s enarios, respe tively. In the pre-thin ase, the formation
of thi k disk pre edes that of the thin disk, while in the post-thin situation, the thi k disk
forms from some a tion on or by the thin disk. Comparing with other results of star
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On the Road to Realisti Globular Cluster Models

P 28

J. R. Hurley (Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge, UK)
S. J. Aarseth, C. A. Tout and G. Gilmore
(Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge, UK)
O. R. Pols (Monash University, Melbourne, Australia)
The resolution provided by the HST is generating a wealth of high-quality observations of
the stellar populations in both Gala ti and Magellani Cloud lusters. Combined with
re ent advan es in omputing eÆ ien y this means that the time is ripe for a thorough
onfrontation of luster models with observations. We have been working to produ e
a state-of-the-art N -body ode in orporating a omplete model of stellar evolution and
binary intera tion. This enables us to provide realisti luster models for omparison with
observed luster populations of any metalli ity.
As a pilot study we have investigated the in iden e and distribution of blue straggler
stars in the old open luster M67. The results of semi-dire t N -body simulations have
onstrained the nature and extent of the M67 primordial binary population. Future work
in this area will revolve around an extensive HST proje t (#7307) whi h has produ ed
detailed observations of eight ri h star lusters in the LMC. This is an ongoing proje t to
explore the omplex dynami al evolution of N -body systems and their stellar populations.

Time Evolution of Gala ti Warps in Prolate Halos

P 29

M. Ideta (Department of Astronomy, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan)
S. Hozumi (Fa ulty of Edu ation, Shiga University, Shiga 520-0862, Japan)
T. Tsu hiya (Department of Earth and Spa e S ien e, Graduate S hool of S ien e,
Osaka University, Toyonaka 560-0043, Japan)
M. Takizawa (Resear h Center for the Early Universe, Graduate S hool of S ien e,
University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan)
A re ent observation with the Hippar os satellite and some numeri al simulations imply
that the intera tion between an oblate halo and a disk is inappropriate for the persisten e
of gala ti warps. Then, we have ompared the time evolution of gala ti warps in a prolate
halo with that in an oblate halo. The halos were approximated as xed potentials, while
the disks were represented by N -body parti les. We have found that the warping in the
oblate halo ontinues to wind up, and nally disappears. On the other hand, for the prolate
halo model, the pre ession rate of the outer disk in reases when the pre ession of the outer
disk re edes from that of the inner disk, and vi e versa. Consequently, the warping in
the prolate halo persisted to the end of the simulation by retaining the alignment of the
line of nodes of the warped disk. Therefore, our results suggest that prolate halos ould
sustain gala ti warps. The physi al me hanism of the persisten e of warp is dis ussed on
the basis of the torque between a halo and a disk and that between the inner and outer
regions of the disk.
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Gala ti Mergers: A Sear h for Chemi al Signatures

Inese Ivans (University of Texas at Austin, USA)
Bru e Carney (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA)
Luisa de Almeida (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Chris Sneden (University of Texas at Austin)
Re ent kinemati and photometri eviden e depi ts an in reasingly ompli ated pi ture
of early galaxy formation, and of stellar debris left behind by an unknown number of
passages and mergers by satellite systems of the Milky Way. In addition to kinemati
similarites, hemi al \signatures" may identify these merger/a retion events. A number
of very high-velo ity metal-poor eld stars have been dis overed that possess very unusual
abundan e ratios of alpha-elements to iron. The stars dis overed to date all have large
apogala ti on distan es { these stars may have originated within a satellite galaxy or
galaxies that experien ed a di erent nu leosyntheti hemi al evolution history than the
Milky Way and whi h were later a reted by it.
We have gathered high resolution e helle spe tra for more than two dozen high-velo ity
metal-poor eld stars, in luding BD+80 245, a star previously known to have extremely
low [alpha/Fe℄ abundan es, as well as G4{36, a new low [alpha/Fe℄ star with unusually
large [Ni/Fe℄. In addition to deriving the alpha-element abundan es, we have also analysed
iron-group and s-pro ess elements. For stars in ommon with those in the literature, our
abundan es are in a ord. We are now able to start exploring the following question: What
nu leosynthesis history is required to produ e the unusual [alpha/Fe℄ and [Ni/Fe℄ ratios?
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Dark Matter Distribution in the Milky Way

P. M. W. Kalberla, J. Kerp (Radioastronomis hes Institut der Universitat Bonn,
Auf dem Hugel 71, D-53121 Bonn, Germany)
and U. Haud (Tartu Observatory, 61602 Toravere, Estonia)
We model the dark matter distribution of the Milky Way and determine the lo al dynami al
mass density and the gravitational a eleration Kz . Our approa h is based on a bimodal
dark matter model. a) Baryoni dark matter has a radial distribution similar to that of
the gaseous disk and dominates the observable rotation urve. b) The non-baryoni dark
matter is distributed on s ales signi antly larger than the Gala ti disk.
Our on ern is the baryoni dark matter omponent, as tra ed by the gaseous Milky
Way halo with a s ale height of hz  4:4 kp . Considering 3 di erent models for the stellar
distribution, we derive in all ases a baryoni dark matter distribution whi h is within the
observational un ertainties indistinguishable from the 3-D distribution of the gaseous halo.
Baryoni dark matter and gas are losely related to ea h other.
For a Solar radius R = 8:5 kp and a rotation velo ity v = 220km s 1 we derive a
lo al gravitational a eleration perpendi ular to the Gala ti plane, Kz , whi h is in lose
agreement with the results of Kuijken & Gilmore (1989) and Bienayme et al. (1987).
The lo al surfa e mass density for jz j < 1:1 kp is onsistent with the determination
by Kuijken & Gilmore. Also the derived Oort limit of   0:09 M p 3 agrees with
re ent determinations using HIPPARCOS. The Gala ti mass distribution derived by us
is onsistent with a large s ale o-rotation between disk and halo as observed for the gas.
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On the General Features of Parti le Periodi Motions
in an Annular Distribution of N Bodies

P 32

T. J. Kalvouridis
(National Te hni al University of Athens, Gree e)
One of the most important modern trends in stellar dynami s, is the simulation of the
N-body systems. It is well-known how diÆ ult it is the investigation of the behavior of
omplex dynami al systems, although high speed omputers and deli ate te hniques are
used nowadays. However, it is often useful to approa h these systems by means of simple N
body geometri on gurations. Re ently, there has been proposed the ring problem of N+1
bodies onsisting of N oplanar major bodies in an annular arrangement and a minor body
whi h moves in their neighborhood under their resultant gravitational attra tion. What
may seem useful and important as well, is the produ t of the synthesis of information
gathered little by little and step by step. Therefore, we strongly believe that the detailed
and systemati study of this model will ontribute in the investigation of the real elestial
multi-body systems. As a rst step in this dire tion, we fo used our interest on the periodi
solutions, sin e this kind of solutions is of great importan e as a on eptual tool in the
e ort to penetrate into the omplexity of the problem. From the material olle ted up to
now, we are able to rea h a basi understanding of all possible motions, thus a quiring a
deeper knowledge of the me hanism of similar dynami al systems. In this arti le we expose
the general features of the stru ture of the periodi solutions, simple and multiple and we
give some illustrated examples.

A Sear h for Mass Segregation
in Four Young Magellani Cloud Clusters

P 33

2 , D. Gouliermis2 , I. Bellas-Velidis2
Stefan Keller1 , M. Kontizas
1 , E. Kontizas2 and G. S. Da Costa1
M.
S.
Bessell
1 Resear h S hool of Astronomy and Astrophysi s, Australia
2 National Observatory Athens, Gree e
We present the results of our sear h for mass segregation within four young populous
lusters in the Magellani Clouds using HST/WFPC2 photometry. We nd two lusters
of this sample possess signi ant mass segregation. Our results indi ate that the degree of
mass segregation is inversely related to the luster entral density. This result is at odds
with that expe ted from a two-body relaxation me hanism. We dis uss the impli ations
of our ndings on the initial star formation pro ess.
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X-ray Astronomy: XMM,
a New Tool to Investigate the Gala ti Interstellar Medium

J. Kerp, P. M. W. Kalberla, A. Heithausen (Radioastronomis hes Institut der Universitat
Bonn Auf dem Hugel 71, 53121 Bonn, Germany)
M. Dahlem (Sterrewa ht Leiden, P. O. Box 9513, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands)
Imaging X-ray teles opes open an entirely new window to the Milky Way. Their data
allow to evaluate the soft X-ray radiation transfer quantitatively. Individual louds an
be studied in detail with respe t to their small-s ale density distribution ( 15") with a
sensitivity level nearly an order of magnitude higher than radio astronomi al observations.
ROSAT established the existen e of X-ray emitting gas outside the gala ti H s i
and H+ layer. It was possible to dis over soft X-ray shadows of individual louds with the
ROSAT data. These X-ray shadows ontain a wealth of information on the plasma temperature, ele tron density and pressure infront and beyond the shadowing louds. Moreover,
it is possible to sear h for \hidden" mole ular gas (in parti ular H2 ) whi h is not tra ed
quantitatively by 12 CO(1!0) emission.
XMM will strongly push forward or knowledge on the omposition of the interstellar
medium be ause of its huge olle ting area and high energy resolution provided by the
new generation X-ray dete tors. We will present our observation XMM ampaign aimed
to study X-ray shadows of lo al (D < 100 p ), intermediate (D < 1000 p ) and distant
neutral louds (D > 3000 p ). These observations will give information on the 3-D stru ture
and on the physi al onditions of the gala ti interstellar medium.
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Mass Segregation in Star Clusters with Two Mass Populations

Emil Khalisi, Rainer Spurzem
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
Massive stars in a newly formed luster are often found near its entre, indi ating a mass
segregation whi h an be explained by two di erent physi al me hanisms: either these stars
a quire their mass by subsequent a retion during the forming pro ess near their pla e of
birth already in the entral regions, or they form elsewhere and sink to the bottom of the
potential well through two-body relaxation. Both possibilities should di er in their time
s ales until the luster a hieves its observed radial mass strati ation.
We present high-a ura y N body-simulations of isolated star lusters onsisting of two
distin t masses, m1 and m2 (m2 > m1 ), and determine the average star mass within a
xed \shell". The gradient of the average parti le mass demonstrates the degree of mass
segregation. We study the e e t of varying both the number ratio between the two mass
spe ies n2 /n1 , and the mass ratio m2 /m1 . We also examine the evolution of other luster
properties like formation of binaries, their binding energies, and es apers.
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Verti al Di usion of Stars in the Inner Gala ti Bulge

P 36

Sungsoo S. Kim and Mark Morris
(Division of Astronomy, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1562, USA)
Star formation in the inner few hundred p of the Gala ti bulge o urs in a attened
mole ular layer alled the entral mole ular zone (CMZ). Serabyn & Morris (1996) have
suggested that the star formation in the CMZ has been sustained for the lifetime of the2
Galaxy, and the resulting agglomeration of stars formed in the CMZ is the \ entral r
density pro le region", whi h is a prominent stellar density usp at the Gala ti enter
having about the same physi al extent as the CMZ. This \ entral usp" is somewhat
less at than the CMZ; thus the population of stars formed in the CMZ appears to have
di used out to larger latitudes. We hypothesize that su h verti al di usion is driven by
the s attering of stars o the giant mole ular louds (GMC) in the CMZ, and perform
Monte Carlo simulations of the s attering between stars and GMC's in the presen e of the
non-axisymmetri ba kground potential. The simulation results show that the evolution
of the aspe t ratio of the stellar distribution formed by su h s attering is onsistent with
the observed OH/IR star distribution.

The Gala ti Cir ular Velo ity (V ) at the Solar distan e

P 37

T. D. Kinman (Kitt Peak National Observatory,
National Opti al Astronomy Observatory1 , Box 26732, Tu son, AZ 85726-6732, USA)
Two methods of determining V are dis ussed. The rst was proposed by Carlberg &
Innanen (1987) who showed that in a lo al sample of high velo ity dispersion disk stars,
there should be an apparent de ien y of very low angular momentum stars whose orbits
pass near the Gala ti nu leus and whi h are s attered into the halo. They identi ed
this de ien y (half width 40 km/s) in their sample and dedu ed a model-free V at the
Sun in the range 225 to 245 km/s. Su h \s attered" stars an be found among nearby
halo stars whose highly e entri haoti orbits pass within 1 kp of the Gala ti Center
and whi h rea h more than 4 kp from plane. Their well-de ned mean V motion gives a
model-independent V that depends systemati ally on the distan es (and hen e Mv ) that
have been assumed for the halo stars.
The se ond method follows Majewski (1992) and derives V from the proper motions
of halo stars near the North Gala ti Pole. Proper motions for the new sample of BHB
and RR Lyrae stars were taken from the GSC2 atalogue; these are on an extragala ti
referen e frame. Their zero-point was he ked from the proper motions of ompa t extragala ti obje ts of similar magnitude and olour and in the same eld as the halo stars.
The derived V here depends dire tly on the assumed distan es of the halo stars (and hen e
on their assumed Mv ). Both methods suggest that the most likely value of V ex eeds the
urrently used value of 220 km/s.
1 Operated by the Asso iation of Universities for Resear h in Astronomy, In ., under ontra t with
the National S ien e Foundation.
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HIPPARCOS and the Spe tros opi Distan e to Lo al Halo Stars

A. J. Korn and T. Gehren
(Universitats-SternwarteMun hen (USM), S heinerstrae 1, D-81679 Mun hen, Germany)
We are urrently extending the study of Nearby stars of the Gala ti disk and halo I & II
(Fuhrmann 1998 & 2000) to a sample of metal-poor halo stars out to about 500 p . Our
ultimate aim is to derive spe tros opi ages for these stars.
The basis of our analysis are spe tra with R between 40,000 and 60,000 and signal-tonoise ratios (after o-addition) above 200 at H . These spe tra were aquired using FOCES
on the 2.2 m teles ope at Calar Alto in 1999.
Some of the brighter halo stars have signi ant Hippar os parallaxes against whi h we
an ross- he k our method of gravity determination. For halo stars down to [m/H℄  2
(to whi h the strong line method is appli able) the resulting gravities are pra ti ally free
of systemati s when ompared to Hippar os. From 150 p outward, the spe tros opi
un ertainty in distan e is smaller than the astrometri one.
The question of whether or not metal-poor stars require a temperature label and/or
temperature-depth stru ture di erent from that of the Sun and solar-metalli ity stars may
be addressed in the ontext of non-LTE ionization equilibria of e. g. iron or al ium.
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On the Dynami s Pe uliar Motion of Galaxies

T. S. Kozhanov, K. K. Yerjanov
(Kazakh State agrarian University, 480100, Almaty, Ave. Abai 8
e-mail: kozhanagroun.almaty.kz)
We arried out the analysis of dynami s of dis rete self-gravitating systems { su h as
galaxies and their lusters and derived for them the equation of pe uliar motion onne ted
energy with the potential energy of inhomogeneously distributed masses in expanding
substratum. The dynami s of this gravitating systems embedded in a smooth expanding
ba kground is investigated on basis above mentioned equation of energy. We obtained
the exa t equation for the kineti energy of pe uliar motion and the potential energy of
galaxies systems with onsideration in uen e ba kground matter of expanding medium. It
is the estimated time during whi h gravitating bound lusters transit to the equilibrium
state from state of violent relaxation on the osmologi al ba kground. This ba kground
has the equation of state similar to that of radiation.
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Kinemati s and Gala ti Orbits of Globular Clusters
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S. A. Kutuzov, L. P. Ossipkov (Fa ulty of Applied Mathemati s and Control Pro esses,
Saint Petersburg State University, Stary Peterhof, 198904 Saint Petersburg, Russia),
I. I. Nikiforov (Sobolev Astronomi al Institute, Saint Petersburg State University,
Stary Peterhof, 198904 Saint Petersburg, Russia)
Line-of-sight-velo ities and proper motions ompiled by Dauphole et al. (1996) and derived
from Hippar os (Odenkir hen et al., 1997) were used for studying kinemati s and orbits
of globular lusters.
Rotation and average velo ity ellipsoid were found for our sample o lusters and for
lusters with variuos metalli ities and belonging to various groups a ording to Mironov,
Rastorguev & Samus' and Borkova & Marsakov.
Gala ti orbits of lusters were al ulated in the two- omponent Galaxy model of Kutuzov & Ossipkov (1989). Also, al ulations with various sets of proper motions, line-of-sight
velo ities and distan es were performed. All orbits were found to be ordered, mainly, of box
type (a ording to Ollongren's terminology). A preliminary morphologi al lassi ation of
boxes is suggested.
Correlations between orbital elements and metalli ities were dis ussed. Various groups
of lusters were onsidered separetely.
The way of estimating orbital elements from line-of-sight velo ities only is proposed,
and some illustrations are given.
The kinemati s of globular luster subsystem from line-of-sight velo ities only is diussed in onne tion with the problem of estimating lo al gala ti parameters.

Galaxy Modelling by Equipotential Method

P 41

S. A. Kutuzov, L. P. Ossipkov (Fa ulty of Applied Mathemati s and Control Pro esses,
Saint Petersburg State University, Stary Peterhof, 198904 Saint Petersburg, Russia)
Authors develop the equipotential method for onstru ting gala ti models. The method
allows to nd both potential and density laws in analyti al form with a nite set of free
parameters. The method an be applied in various ases of symmetry, in luding triaxial
and axisymmetri models. Also, it allows the existen e of a disk embedded into a halo.
To apply the method it is ne essary to know two fun tions, namely, the potential law
that an be taken by analogy with spheri al models and the equation of equipotential surfa es. A general theory of quarti equipotentials was developed for axisymmetri systems.
Equipotentials of well-known models by Kuzmin, Lynden-Bell, Miyamoto & Nagai and
Sato are spe ial ases of su h equipotentials.
As for the potential law, we worked mainly with the potential of Kuzmin & Malasidze,
that in ledes Plummer's and iso hrone ones as spe ial ases and ontains also the \limiting"
model of Kuzmin & Veltmann (later found by Hernquist). A more general family of
potentials suggested by Kuzmin, Tenjes & Veltmann in ludes so- alled \ {models". Also,
we onsidered models with the potential that gives Brandt's rotation law and models with
Velmann's family of potentials that in ludes Zhao's \ {models".
Ten years ago we suggested a two- omponent model of our Galaxy onstru ted by the
equipotential method. Now we dis uss onstru ting the three- omponent model taking
into a ount new observational data.
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The Helium Stars in the Gala ti Center Revisited

J. P. Maillard, T. Paumard
(Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris, 98b Blvd Arago, Paris, Fran e)
M. Morris
(UCLA, Dpt. of Physi s and Astronomy, Los Angeles CA 90095-1562, USA)
Integral eld spe tros opy of the entral parse of the Gala ti Center has been obtained
using BEAR, an imaging Fourier Transform Spe trometer. Sixteen stars are identi ed as
Helium stars from the dete tion of the 2.058 m line in emission, providing
an homogeneous
set of fully resolved line pro les at a spe tral resolution of 74 km s 1 . These observations
are allowing us to revise all the earlier dete tions of HeI stars in the entral luster, to
dis ard some wrong identi ations and to add three new stars. Two sub- lasses of almost
equal number are learly identi ed from the brightness of their ontinuum and from their
line pro le. One lass of faint stars shows very broad line pro les (FWHM ' 1000 km s 1 )
while the other one is made of stars 10
times brighter in the average with a mu h narrower
emission omponent of ' 200 km s 1 . All these pro les exhibit a more or less pronoun ed
P Cyg pro le, whi h on rm the presen e of two ategories of very hot stars with a fast
expanding envelope. The tting of the velo ity line pro les1 do not indi ate any ommon
motion but only a large dispersion of velo ity over 800 km s . In addition, the bright stars
form a luster, mainly members of the IRS 16 luster while the faint stars are randomly
distributed at the periphery of the eld, indi ative of two distin t starburst events. The Br
line pro le for the same stars when present has been also obtained, allowing a determination
of the He i/H ratio. Streamers of hydrogen and of helium gas, distributed over a velo ity
range of 800 km s 1 , following the main arms of the mini-spiral are also mapped. Finally,
the nature of the HeI stars and their link with the gas streamers are dis ussed.
P 43

Non-linear Os illations of Self-gravitating Ellipsoids and
Formation of Star Clusters

E. A. Malkov
(Astrophysi al Institute after Fesenkov, 480068 Almaty, Kazakhstan)
In spite of remarkable advan e in the study of the shape evolution of star lusters during
dissipationless ollapse, there is some la k of understanding of that pro ess. The analyti al
and numeri al approa hes have been used for investigation of the phenomenon and both of
them point to the instability of a ollapsing sphere with respe t to the ellipsoid deformation
when the virial ratio is less than 0.1. The details of the shape evolution and its dependen y
on angular momentum appeared in numeri al experiments are ompli ated to investigate
them analyti ally. Indeed, there is the only phase model of a non - stationary rotating
spheroid with any possible angular momentum built by the author in 1986 y. and it has
rather exoti velo ity distribution. Fortunately, the behavior of large-s ale modes does
not depend on high order momenta and an be des ribed by the 18-th order system of
ordinary di erential equations. These equations permit us to investigate the os illations
of ollisionless ellipsoids with di erent large-s ale initial parameters. The ase of the nonrotating spheroid os illations was studied by Malkov & Omarov (1998) who des ribed the
phase portrait hanges along the virial ratio parameter.
This paper onsists of the short review of results on the shape evolution obtained by
analyti al methods and the presentation of the new investigations of ellipsoid os illations,
the rotating triaxial ellipsoids with internal streams being onsidered.
Malkov, E. A., Omarov, Ch. T.: 1998, in Abstra

ts of the Joint European and National

Astronomi al Meeting for 1998. 9{12 September 1998, Prague, Cze h Republi
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Sear hing for Tidal Tails in Gala ti Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies

David Martnez-Delgado
(Instituto de Astrofsi a de Canarias, 38200 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain),
A. Apari io (IAC, Spain), and Maria A. Gomez-Fle hoso (Ginebra Observatory)
The formation of the Gala ti halo is urrently best explained by the ombination of two
s enarios whi h previously were regarded as ompeting models. Based on the kinemati s
of metal-poor halo eld stars, Eggen, Lynden-Bell & Sandage (ELS, 1962) proposed that
the halo formed during a rapid, smooth ollapse from a homogeneous primordial medium.
Searle & Zinn (SZ, 1978) argued a halo formation via the gradual merging of many subgala ti fragments. The SZ s enario has been strengthened by the observational eviden e
a umulated during the past de ade. The dis overy of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (Ibata,
Gilmore & Irwin 1994), in a pro ess of dissolving into the Gala ti halo, argued in favour
that a retion events an take pla e in the Milky Way. The possibility that a retion events
may leave observable fossil re ords in the halo is also supported by theoreti al models of
tidally disrupted dSph satellites (Johnston, Spergel & Hernquist 1995; Oh, Lin & Aarseth
1995; Piatek & Pryor 1995).
We present our preliminary results of a long-term proje t to investigate the pro ess of
a retion and tidal disruption of dSph satellites in the Gala ti halo and, in parti ular,
to sear h for new tidal tails in a sample of nearby dSph satellites of the Milky Way. The
presen e of a possible tidal debris in Ursa Minor and S ulptor dSphs and the results of our
survey for a tidal extension along the NW semimajor axis of Saggitarius is dis ussed.

Vis ous Models for the Long-term Evolution
of the Gala ti Disk Based on Dynami al Instabilities

P 45

H. Meusinger, R. Thon
(Thuringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg, Sternwarte 5, D-07778 Tautenburg, Germany)
We dis uss a basi family of models for the long-term evolution of the Gala ti disk inluding the following fundamental ideas: (i) Star formation is driven by lo al dynami
instabilities of the disk. Following Wang & Silk (1994), the lo al star formation times ale
is intimately linked to the lo al growth rate of gravitational instabilities and is des ribed
in terms of the stability parameter Q. (ii) Radial gas ows within the disk are indu ed
by a (hypotheti al) vis osity of the interstellar medium. It is assumed that vis ous gas
transport and star formation are linked to the same auses and that the hara teristi
times ales of these both pro esses are therefore equivalent (Lin-Pringle ondition). (iii)
Se ular infall of external gas, as indi ated e.g. by high-velo ity H i louds, strongly a e ts
the long-term evolution of the disk. We adopt total mass fra tions for the infalling gas
as high as 50 % up to 95 %. Infall onto the disk may indu e further radial gas streaming
within the disk. (iv). The abundan e evolution of the elements iron and oxygen is driven
by supernovae of type II and type Ia. The modelling of the hemi al evolution does not
make use of the instantaneous re y ling approximation.
The models are ompared with relevant observations on erning the solar neighbourhood and the radial pro les of the Gala ti disk. Good agreement is found with most of the
onstraints. Moreover, the models predi t a bimodal S hmidt law for the star formation
rate, in qualitative agreement with what is found for nearby spiral galaxies. Appli ations
of our results to high-z damped Ly QSO absorbers are brie y dis ussed.
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A Proper Motion Sear h for Stars
Es aping from Globular Clusters with High Velo ities

H. Meusinger
(Thuringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg, Sternwarte 5, D-07778 Tautenburg, Germany)
R.-D. S holz
(Astrophysikalis hesInstitut Potsdam, An der Sternwarte 16, D-14482 Potsdam, Germany)
M. Irwin (Institute of Astronomy, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 OHA, UK)
The dynami al evolution of globular lusters, in parti ular during the late phases, may be
strongly in uen ed by the energy transfer from binaries to passing stars. As a by-produ t
of this pro ess, stars with high velo ities are expe ted, perhaps high enough to es ape from
the luster. A urate proper motions are the only suitable tool to identify andidates for
su h high-velo ity luster stars. In order to perform su h a sear h, we use a atalogue of
absolute proper motions and UBV magnitudes for about 104 stars with B < 20 in a eld
of 10 square degrees entered on the globular luster M3. The data were derived from more
than 80 photographi plates taken between 1965 and 1995 with the Tautenburg S hmidt
teles ope and measured by means of the APM fa ility, Cambridge. The stellar sample
is omplete to B = 18:5 and omprises nearly all post-main-sequen e stars in the halo
of M3 and its surrounding. The proper motions are of Hippar os-like a ura y (median
error 1 mas/yr) in this magnitude range. We nd several dozens of andidates, distributed
over the whole eld, with proper motions and olours onsistent with the assumption of
their origin from the luster. Further on lusions an be drawn only on the basis of radial
velo ity measurements for the andidates and of estimates for the eld-star ontamination
by means of simulations of the Gala ti stru ture and kinemati s in this eld.
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Dynami al Evolution of Globular Clusters
Moving within the Gala ti Central Regions

P. Mio hi, R. Capuzzo-Dol etta
(Istituto Astronomi o, University of Rome \La Sapienza",
via G. M. Lan isi, 29, I-00161 Rome, Italy)
The de aying of globular lusters towards gala ti nu lei an be an eÆ ient dynami al
me hanism to on entrate high amounts of stellar matter in the very inner gala ti regions,
so to ontribute signi antly to the a retion and feeding of a entral massive bla k hole.
Su h de aying is made possible by the dynami al fri tion whi h dissipates the luster orbital
kineti energy in a reasonably short time. Quantitative indi ations that this me hanism is
apable to sustain the observed AGN luminosities have been already given.
However, there is need of a more re ned numeri al approa h. In parti ular, while
in normal onditions dynami al fri tion is well understood and its e e ts suÆ iently well
des ribed, it is not lear what happens when a luster de ays into a region whi h \en loses"
a bulge mass omparable with that of the luster itself. In this ase the gravitational feedba k of the luster on the bulge is very important and annot be negle ted. Moreover, it
is quite diÆ ult to predi t, by just analyti al means, the tidal e e ts due to the presen e
of the massive bla k hole on lusters' dynami s.
We want to show the results obtained by our simulations in this ontext. The simulations have been performed both with a serial and a parallel `tree- ode' (on a CRAY T3E),
using a leap-frog s heme for the integration of parti les' traje tories, with individual and
variable time steps. A ompletely self- onsistent parti le representation has been used,
not only for the globular luster but also for the nu lear region of the bulge and for the
massive bla k hole.
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On the Non-linear Non-radial Os illations of a Dis -like Model
with Passive Halo

K. Mirtadjieva (Astronomi al Institute of Uzbek A ademy of S ien e
700052 Tashkent, Uzbekistan, e-mail: mktastrin.uzs i.net)
We study the evolution of non-radial os illations of the non-equilibrium at model. This
model non-linearly pulsates with the arbitrary amplitude in own plane in the presen e of
the passive ellipsoidal halo of uniform density.
The non-linear evolution is des ribed by the system of ten equations written in matrix
form. The results are presented as the dependen es of os illation period on the amplitude
and the parameter of rotation.
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A Determination of Gala ti Radial Gradients
of Velo ity Dispersion from a Lo al Sample of F, G and K Stars

M. Moreno
(Dep. Fisi a i Enginyeria Nu lear, Universitat Polite ni a de Catalunya, Spain)
E. Oblak (Observatoire de Besanon, Fran e)
We present the preliminary results of a kinemati study fo used on the determination of
lo al variations of velo ity dispersions U and W in the gala ti radial dire tion from
lo al stellar samples, following a original method developed by Mayor & Oblak (1985).
The method is applied to well de ned lo al samples (distan e less than 25 p ) of F,
G and K main-sequen e stars, sele ted from the Hippar os atalogue. A urate Coravel
radial velo ities have been used.
We transform the observed residual velo ity distribution to a lo al distribution of orbital
parameters (e entri tiy, mean orbital radius and orbital plane in lination). The free
parameters of the distribution, related with the large s ale velo ity gradients, are adjusted
to t at best the lo ally observed distribution. We use a method based on the maximum
likelihood and the Mote Carlo method in order to solve the nonlinear system of equations
obtained (Oblak, 1983; Moreno, 1996).
The results are interpreted in terms of stability and gala ti length s ale of the Galaxy.
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Stru ture of the Milky Way: Sele ted Dire tions
and Possible Double and Multiple Open Clusters

M. Muminov (Astronomi al Institute of Uzbek A ademy of S ien e
700052 Tashkent, Uzbekistan, e-mail: muminovastrin.uzs i.net)
We study the sele ted dire tion stru ture of the dis of our Galaxy. At present we have
a omplex programme partly based on the study of the plates obtained using the Kitab
Double Zeiss Astrograph (F = 3000 mm, D = 400 mm) with the epo h di eren e over 20
years. We have the plates of a number of unique regions. For example,h one
an nd more
than 15 open star lusters (OSC) on the plate with the enter = 0 29m , Æ = 620 . We
also put emphasis on some unique double and multiple OSC.
The Galaxy OSC are near the gala ti plane, many of them being lo ated in the spiral arms. It is reasonable to sear h for double OSC rst of all in the star omplexes
(Efremov,1986) and in the regions with opti ally multiple OSC.
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New Non-linear Phase Models of the Non-stationary Galaxy Disk

M. Muminov (Astronomi al Institute of Uzbek A ademy of S ien e
700052 Tashkent, Uzbekistan, e-mail: muminovastrin.uzs i.net)
In this paper new two radial os illating phase models are onstu ted. The models have
the velo ity anisotropi diagram.
Basi physi al hara ters of these models are found. The phase model stability is also
studied.
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Ground-based Infrared Imaging Sear h for Planetary Companions
Next to Young Nearby Stars

R. Neuhauser (MPI extraterrestris he Physik, D-85740 Gar hing, Germany)
E. Guenther (Thuringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg, D-07778 Tautenburg, Germany)
W. Brandner (University of Hawaii, IfA, 2680 Woodlawn Dr., Honolulu, HI 96822, USA)
J. Alves (European Southern Observatory, D-85748 Gar hing, Germany)
A. E kart (MPI extraterrestris he Physik, D-85740 Gar hing, Germany)
T. Ott (MPI extraterrestris he Physik, D-85740 Gar hing, Germany)
N. Huelamo (MPI extraterrestris he Physik, D-85740 Gar hing, Germany)
M. Fernandez (MPI extraterrestris he Physik, D-85740 Gar hing, Germany)
J.-G. Cuby (European Southern Observatory, Santiago, Chile)
We report rst results from our ground-based infrared imaging sear h for sub-stellar ompanions (brown dwarfs and giant planets) of young (up to 100 Myrs) nearby (up to 75 p )
stars, where ompanions should be well separated from the entral stars and still relatively
bright due to ongoing a retion and/or ontra tion. Among our targets are all members of
the TW Hya asso iation, as well as other binary and single young stars either dis overed
re ently among ROSAT sour es (some of whi h as yet unpublished) or known before. Our
observations are performed mainly with SOFI and SHARP at the ESO 3.5 m NTT on La
Silla and with ISAAC at the ESO 8.2 m ANTU (VLT-UT1) on Cerro Paranal, all in the
H- and K-bands. We present dire t imaging data of a faint obje t dete ted next to TWA-7
whi h, if at the same age and distan e as the entral star, ould be an obje t with only a
few Jupiter masses.

Gross-Dynami s of Star Clusters in the Galaxy
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L. P. Ossipkov (Fa ulty of Applied Mathemati s and Control Pro esses,
Saint Petersburg State University, Stary Peterhof, 198904, Saint Petersburg, Russia)
A luster moving along a ir ular orbit in the axisymmetri steady Galaxy is onsidered.
A linear (tidal) approximation of the gala ti potential was adopted.
The hierar hy of gross-dynami s equations was dedu ed from the kineti equations.
They generalize the tensor Lagrange-Ja obi's equations. Chandasekhar's integrals are
onsequen es of these equations. A problem of losing the gross-dynami s equations is
dis ussed and the on ept of quasi-homologi ity is developed. We say that models belong
to the same quasi-homologi ity lass if they follow the same relation between tensors of
inertia and potential energy (with the same numeri al values of oeÆ ients). The existen e
of su h lasses is proved.
A generalization of Mineur's equilibrium ellipsoids is found for non-uniform models
with anisotropi velo ity distribution.
A theory of tidal disruption of lusters is outlined.
Small \virial" os illations relative the equilibrium were studied. Eigen-frequen es of
su h os illations were found.
Gross-dynami s equations for lusters moving along epi i li orbits were dedu ed also.
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Motion and Formation Pla es of Young Stars
in the Solar Neighborhood

J. Palous (Astronomi al Institute, A ademy of S ien es of the Cze h Republi
Bon II 1401, 141 31 Prague 4, Cze h Republi )
The motion of OB stars loser than 2 kp from the Sun will be dis ussed using positions and
proper motions from the Hippar os atalogue. Only stars with the Stromgren photometry
and radial velo ities are sele ted, for whi h individual distan es and ages are derived.
Individual orbits in the Milky Way are analyzed. Formation pla es show a large s ale
shape of a sheet-like region in the gala ti plane. We shall spe ulate about possible origins
of this on guration.
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Analyti al Results for Distibutions Fun tions
and Gravitationnal Potential for 3D and 2D Stellar Systems

Jer^ome Perez
(E ole Nationale Superieure de Te hniques Avan ees
Laboratoire de Mathematiques Appliquees
32 Boulevard Vi tor, PARIS edex 15)
After general onsiderations on the properties of distribution fun tions (DF) for steady
state stellar systems, I will talk about the hoi e of the DF. In the 3D gravitationnal
ontext, I deal with a very old Chandrasekhar's onje ture (1942): What are the properties
of a stellar system whi h DF depends only on the mean parti le energy E (The inverse
but unphysi al problem is trivial), and I will use a rigourous theorem from Gidas, Ni and
Nirenberg, 1981 to answer. In the 2D gravitational ontext, I will present a re ent work
(Aly and Perez, 1999) in whi h we obtain DF and gravitationnal potential for an unbounded
system from thermodynami al onsideration. An appli ation of su h a potential to orbits
in thin stellars disks will be presented.
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Halo Stru ture and Kinemati s from SDSS-sele ted HB Stars

Je Pier (U. S. Naval Observatory, P. O. Box 1149, Flagsta , AZ 86002-1149, USA)
Z eljko Ivezi (Prin eton University Observatory, Prin eton, NJ 08544, USA)
Heidi Newberg (Rensselaer Polyte hni Institute, Troy, NY 12180-3590, USA)
Brian Yanny (Fermilab, 500 Wilson Road, Batavia, IL 60510, USA)
SDSS Collaboration
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) surveyed several hundred degrees of the sky during
its engineering/ ommissioning phase (mid-1998 through 1999). Several hundred eld Blue
Horizontal Bran h (BHB) and RR Lyrae star andidates have been identi ed from the
early data and modest resolution (R1800) spe tra have been obtained for over 100.
The Survey is s heduled to begin normal operations this spring. Horizontal Bran h
(HB) stars are one of the primary stellar targets for spe tros opy and we expe t to obtain
velo ities for roughly 10,000 HB stars over the Survey area (approximately 10,000 square
degrees in the Northern Gala ti Cap).
Early indi ations are that (1) there are more eld HB stars than earlier, naive, models predi ted; (2) the fall-o from the Gala ti Center is shallower than earlier models
predi ted; and (3) there is eviden e for lumpiness in the spatial distribution. We will
present these and other results from the early data and will dis uss the prospe ts for more
omprehensive results for understanding the stru ture and kinemati s of the halo from HB
stars found in the SDSS.

OB Asso iations as Sour es of Gala ti Radioa tivity
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S. Plus hke, K. Krets hmer, R. Diehl
(MPE Gar hing, Postfa h 1603, 85740 Gar hing, Germany)
D. H. Hartmann (Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634, USA)
U. Oberla k (Columbia University, New York, NY 10027, USA)
Re ent investigations of the COMPTEL 26 Al sky map have shown massive stars and
their subsequent26 ore- ollapse supernovae to be the most promising sour e andidates
for interstellar Al. In orrelated star formation massive stars are expe ted to form
OB asso iations, whi h are onsidered as main sour e regions for the observed 1.8 MeV
emission.
Our analysis exploits a detailed, analyti al population synthesis model, whi h is presented in an updated version. This ode allows modelling of the 26 Al, 60 Fe, kineti energy,
and extreme ultra-violet emission hara teristi s of OB asso iations. We present a onsisten y he k with results of a standard starburst model (STARBURST99), whi h was
modi ed by our group to also in lude the 26 Al nu leosynthesis. Furthermore we started to
investigate the impa ts of statisti al u tuations on the modelled parameters by exploiting
Monte Carlo simulations.
We present results of an appli ation of our model to OB asso iations in the Cygnus
region. This analysis is based on updated measurements in the opti al, radio and X-ray
regime. We furthermore dis uss other andidate regions as test obje ts for our model, and
present some predi tions of possible dete tions with the up- oming ESA satellite INTEGRAL.
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New Constrains for the Edge of the Gala ti Disk

M. Pohlen, R.-J. Dettmar, and R. Lutti ke
(Astronomis hes Institut Ruhr-Universitat Bo hum
Universitatsstrae 150, D-44780 Bo hum, Germany)
Stru tural parameters of gala ti disks are of fundamental importan e to address the formation and evolution of spiral galaxies. One of these parameters is the ut-o radius R o ,
orresponding to a sharp radial trun ation of the old stellar disk, rst observed in nearby
edge-on spirals. It is now well a epted that the gala ti disk as well exhibits su h an
edge. Robin et al. (1992) determine the gala ti disk stru ture with a syntheti stellar
population model using opti al star- ounts and on rm a sharp trun ation of the old stellar disk at 140:5 kp . Using NIR star- ounts instead Ruphy et al. (1996) nd 152 kp .
Freudenrei h (1998) ts a model for the old gala ti disk to the COBE-DIRBE NIR data
also on rming an outer trun ation at 12:4  0:1 kp . In ontrast to former investigations
(van der Kruit 1986, Lewis & Freeman 1989, Nikolaev & Weinberg 1997) pla ing the Milky
Way s alelength around 4 5:5 kp , they quote signi antly lower s alelengths of 2:5  0:3
kp , 2:30:1 kp , and 2:590:02 kp , respe tively. In ombination this results to 5:60:5,
6:5  1:2, and 4:8  0:1 for the ratio of R o=h. This should be reviewed in ontext to our
survey of 31 nearby edge-on spiral galaxies, where we nd a mean value of the distan e
independent ratio R o =h = 2:9  0:7, by tting a three-dimensional single omponent disk
model. Whereas the rst two values are signi antly higher than any value found in our
sample (even the highest ever measured value of van der Kruit & Searle (1982) is only
5.3) the latter determination by Freudenrei h is onsistent with our highest values of 4:4
within the errors. If the Milky Way should be a `typi al' galaxy a ording to our data
with R o =h =2:9 the s alelength is expe ted to be h  4:1 kp for R o  12 kp .
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The Gala ti Spheroid Density Law

A. C. Robin, C. Reyle (Observatoire de Besanon, BP1615, F-25010 Besanon edex)
Mi rolensing events towards the Magellani Clouds from EROS and MACHO experiments
imply that a signi ant part of the dark matter halo is made of stellar obje ts. Sin e one
expe t that a dark matter halo have a density law lose to a power law with index of
{2 in order to make the rotation urve at, one should also think of a stellar spheroid of
a similar shape. Some previous analyses of the spheroid density law gave rather steeper
slopes, although being based on rather small samples of well identi ed tra ers and with
unpublished un ertainties.
In order to nd new onstraints on the spheroid density law, we have undertaken an
analysis of deep photometri star ounts in 15 high and intermediate latitude elds. Su h
ounts ontain large number of halo dwarfs easily distinguishable from thi k dis dwarfs
by their olours if the ounts are deep enough (V>20).
Assuming a power law density we use a population synthesis model to simulate atalogues in ea h eld. Model predi ted ounts are then ompared with observations using a
maximum likelihood test. We explore a wide range of gala to entri radius from 5 to 30
kp . The absolute magnitudes of sele ted stars range between 4. and 10. We show that
this part of the luminosity fun tion does not strongly depend on the assumed initial mass
fun tion. The t depends mostly on the lo al density of the spheroid, on the axis ratio and
on the power law index. We also use omplementary onstraints on the lo al density of halo
giants and dwarfs. The likelihood test gives its maximum for a spheroid density law with
an axis ratio of 0.7 and a power law index of 2.6 0:3. The error bar a5 ounts for
the unertainty on the lo al density of this population whi h is 4.7 1:2  10 M p 3 . We observe a slight degenera y between the attening and the power law index. With a attening
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From Hippar os to DIVA: A more Detailed Look at the Galaxy

S. Roser
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
The talk will give a very short des ription of the planned small astrometri satellite DIVA
and its mission. The main part of the talk will present and dis uss possible s ienti
appli ations of the DIVA data for gala ti resear h.
DIVA intends to provide positions, proper motions, parallaxes and multi olour photometry for about 35 million stars, i. e. for 300 times as many stars as Hippar os. At a
given magnitude, the DIVA measurements will be about a fa tor of 5 more pre ise than
those of Hippar os. DIVA is to be laun hed in 2003 or 2004. After a two-year mission and
two more years to omplete the data redu tion, nal results will be produ ed in about 2008
{ at least 10 years before the data from the future great ESA mission GAIA will be ome
available.
The DIVA data will enormously widen and deepen the new view of the Galaxy that
Hippar os has started to give us. In addition to the greatly in reased number of stars
and the improved pre ision of the astrometri data, the pre ise multi olour photometry
will give a qualitatively new aspe t as ompared to Hippar os: The stars will be physially hara terized by the very same instrument that provides their spatial and kinemati
lo ation in the Galaxy.

Dynami s of the Sgr A Cluster

P 61

A. J. Romanowsky
(Kapteyn Institute, Postbus 800, 9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlands)
C. S. Ko hanek (Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysi s,
MS 51, 60 Garden St., Cambridge, MA 02138, USA)
We model the dynami s of the star luster around Sgr A using a spheri al potential and
an arbitrary two-integral distribution fun tion in order to fully in lude the un ertainties
reated by orbital anisotropy. Given spatial and kinemati al data for the stars, we nd
the best- t parameters of the mass distribution, assuming a point mass embedded in a
singular isothermal sphere. We also determine the distan e to the Gala ti enter using
statisti al parallax.
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A Mole ular Fa e-On View of the Gala ti Center {
Method and Its Reliability

T. Sawada, T. Hasegawa, T. Handa
(Institute of Astronomy, University of Tokyo
2-21-1 Osawa, Mitaka, Tokyo 181-8588, Japan)
R. J. Cohen (NuÆeld Radio Astronomy Laboratories, University of Man hester,
Jodrell Bank, Ma les eld, Cheshire SK11 9DL, U.K.)
We present a method to derive positions of mole ular louds along the lines of sight from
a omparison of the 2:6 mm emission line and the 18 m absorption line. This method is
applied to the entral kiloparse s of the Milky Way to derive a fa e-on distribution of the
mole ular gas (Hasegawa et al., this onferen e). To the rst order, CO emission measures
the amount of mole ular gas, while the OH absorption measures the mole ular gas in front
of the ontinuum sour e. As the ontinuum sour e at 18 m is di use and distributed in
the Gala ti enter region, OH=CO line intensity ratio bears information of the lo ation
of the mole ular gas in the region along the line of sight.
In deriving the fa e-on view, we have made following assumptions: (1) louds are not
overlapping with ea h other, (2) the OH opa ity OH is proportional to the CO intensity
TCO , (3) the ex itation temperature of OH Tex (OH) is uniform, and (4) the ontinuum
emissivity j ont is des ribed as a sum of axisymmetri Gaussians. Some of these assumptions (uniform Tex (OH), axisymmetri j ont ) and used parameters (TCO to OH oeÆ ient,
Tex (OH)) are inevitably rude and an be inadequate. We examine their possible e e ts
and dis uss the reliability of the resultant fa e-on view.
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A 3-D Survey of the Solar Neighborhood with DIVA

R.-D. S holz, E. S hilba h, S. Hirte
(Astrophysikalis hesInstitut Potsdam, An der Sternwarte 16, D-14482 Potsdam, Germany)
U. Bastian, S. Roser, H. Jahrei
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
Our knowledge on stars in the Solar neighborhood is one of the main starting points for
investigations of the stellar luminosity fun tion, the initial mass fun tion as well as for the
sear h for planetary systems. Future missions for the dete tion of extrasolar planets (SIM,
TPF, DARWIN) will (have to) on entrate on very nearby stars (d < 10 p ) in order to be
able to reveal not only Jupiter- lass but also Earth-like planets. The number of missing
stars (mainly ool dwarfs are expe ted) within this distan e limit was estimated as 130
systems ompared to 234 known ones (Henry et al. 1997).
DIVA (Double Interferometer for Visual Astrometry) is a small satellite planned for
laun h in 2003. It will measure positions, proper motions and parallaxes, magnitudes and
olours of 30 to 40 million stars, i. e. observe several hundred times as many stars as Hipparos, at typi ally four times the pre ision of Hippar os. For >250,000 stars, parallaxes will
be provided with relative a ura y better than 10 %. Due to high sensitivity of the DIVA
dete tors between 600 nm and 900 nm, and be ause of the automati dete tion on board,
red stars and brown dwarfs are preferred obje ts in the DIVA survey. A representative
sample of late-M and L dwarf spe tra has been used for the simulation of DIVA raw data
(dispersed and undispersed interferometri fringes) in order to estimate the limiting magnitude and a ura y whi h an be rea hed for these obje ts. Whereas most known nearby
stars were found by their large proper motions, DIVA will provide an unbiased survey via
dire t distan e measurements. Statisti al properties of the survey are des ribed.
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The Dynami al Evolution of Globular Clusters
and the Stellar Initial Mass Fun tion
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K. Takahashi
(Department of Astronomy, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan)
The stellar initial mass fun tion (IMF) is one of the important fa tors whi h a e ts the
dynami al evolution of globular lusters. First, the IMF determines the amount of mass
lost from lusters via stellar evolution. This mass loss plays an important role in the early
evolution of lusters. If the fra tion of massive stars is signi antly large, the lusters
are easily disrupted during the early stage. Se ond, the IMF also a e ts the long-term
evolution of globular lusters driven by two-body relaxation, sin e the two-body relaxation
pro ess depends on the stellar mass.
Re ent observations indi ate that the present-day mass fun tion (PDMF) in many
globular lusters is mu h atter than the Salpeter IMF. Theoreti ally it is well known
that the global mass fun tion be omes atter as the luster loses mass from the tidal
boundary. Therefore the PDMF might be signi antly di erent from the IMF. However
the observations of the PDMF should give a strong onstraint on the IMF of low mass
stars in any ase.
Using Fokker-Plan k models we arry out numeri al simulations of the evolution of
globular lusters over a wide range of initial onditions. Our simulations in lude the
e e ts of the tidal eld of the galaxy and of mass loss due to stellar evolution. We nd
that the lifetimes of lusters rather sensitively depend on the IMF.
From the onstraint that globular lusters must survive today and have the mass fun tion similar to the observed PDMF, we dis uss possible forms of the IMF.

How to Form Twin Globular Clusters?
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Christian Theis
(Institut fur Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik
Olshausenstrae 40, D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
In the last de ade several s enarios for the formation of globular luster have been suggested, e. g. the ollapse
of mole ular louds whi h are stabilized by UV-photons at a
temperature T=104 K leading to a Jeans mass of 106 M or the ollapse of the ores of
supergiant mole ular louds that are stabilized magneti ally whi h gives enough time for
a homogenization of the metal distribution in the proto luster. However, these s enarios
su er from short formation times ales and unusually high star formation eÆ ien ies. An
alternative model starts with an OB-asso iation exploding near the enter of a mole ular
loud: The expanding shell sweeps up the loud material and in a later stage the expansion
might be de elerated or stopped by the external pressure of the ambient hot gas. The shell
itself might fragment into stars and, if the total energy of these stars is negative, they will
re ollapse and eventually form a globular luster.
In order to ompare the early evolution of a globular luster in these s enarios, the
ollapse of a thin shell has been studied by means of N-body simulations and ompared with
the evolution of initially smoother mass distributions. It is shown that in the framework
of the shell s enario it is easy to form twin or multiple stellar systems, whereas smoother
on gurations typi ally end either in a single stellar system or in omplete disruption. This
di eren e might allow for a dis rimination between di erent formation s enarios.
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What Happens to the Gas in Globular Clusters?

A. Thoul
(Institute of Astrophysi s and Geophysi s
5 avenue de Cointe, B-4000 Liege, Belgium)
E. Jehin, P. Magain, A. Noels, G. Parmentier
Observations of globular lusters show that they ontain mu h too little gas or dust, ompared to what should be present due to the mass-losing stars in the luster. Many authors
have been intrigued by the fate of the gas in globular lusters. They have suggested various
me hanisms by whi h the gas ould es ape from the luster, su h as stellar UV radiation,
luster winds driven by X-ray bursters, novae, or are-stars, relativisti winds from millise ond pulsars, ondensation into stars, a retion pro esses drawing upon a entral gas
reservoir, ontinuous sweeping of the luster gas by the gaseous medium of the Gala ti
halo . . .
Re ent results also show that globular luster stars show many abundan e anomalies.
A retion of interstellar gas by the luster stars has been suggested as a plausible me hanism to explain these anomalies. It is also a major ingredient of the EASE s enario linking
halo eld stars to globular lusters, whi h we have re ently developed to explain strong
r-and s-elements orrelations in halo eld dwarf stars.
Here we will brie y review the status of gas and dust dete tion in globular lusters,
as well as the possible gas removal me hanisms. We will explore in more details the gas
and dust a retion pro esses onto main sequen e stars. In parti ular, we will study the
eÆ ien y of this me hanism in removing gas from the globular lusters interstellar medium.
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The Rotation of the Gala ti Bulge

A. Winnberg (Onsala Spa e Observatory, SE-439 92 Onsala, Sweden)
OH/IR stars are well suited as probes of the dynami s in the entral parts of the Galaxy.
It is believed that most stars go through this short phase in their late evolution, and as
su h stars, their motions are governed by gravity only. Moreover their maser-ampli ed OH
emission is very strong making it possible to dete t these stars throughout the Galaxy.
In the present study, data from 5 di erent surveys for OH/IR stars overing the Gala ti
bulge region of the sky (jlj  30 Æ ; jbj  30 Æ ) were ombined. Within this region there are
about 550 OH/IR stars dete ted in these surveys. The probability of ` ontamination' by
stars belonging to the Gala ti disk is dis ussed.
The prin iple tool in the dynami al analysis of OH/IR stars is the so alled l v
diagram: radial velo ity as a fun tion of Gala ti longitude. It is demonstrated that every
su h l v diagram is a superposition of an ensemble of l v diagrams with regression
line slopes whi h are de reasing with in reasing area of sky around the Gala ti entre.
The on lusion is that the Gala ti bulge has a di erential rotation. This is in ontrast
to all other studies of the bulge whi h have either pointed to solid-body rotation or to no
rotation at all.
Assuming that the distan e to the Gala ti entre is 8.5 kp and that the orbital
velo ity of the Sun is 220 km s 1 , the
mean streaming velo ity and the rms velo ity spread
both start1out at about 50 km s 1 at 10 p from the entre and rapidly limb to about
100 km s at about 200{300 p and then hover at that order of magnitude out to 3{4 kp .
Assuming further that the bulge is rotationally symmetri { and there is no eviden e in
these data of any asymmetry { and that the velo ity spread is isotropi , the en losed mass
and ir ular rotation velo ity an be al ulated.
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Expanding Shells: Instability with Nonlinear Terms

P 68

Ri hard Wuns h and Jan Palous
(Astronomi al Institute, Bon II 1401, 141 31 Praha 4, Cze h Republi )
A model of the thin shell expanding into uniform ambient medium is developed. Density
perturbations are des ribed using equations with linear and quadrati terms. Linear and
nonlinear solutions are ompared and the intera tion of modes on the shell surfa e is
dis ussed. The numeri al solution de nes the time when the fragments are formed.

Deep BV CCD Photometry
of the Metal-Ri h Globular Cluster M71

P 69

H.-S. Yim, M.-S. Chun, Y.-I. Byun (Department of Astronomy, Yonsei University
134 Shin hondong, Seodaemungu, 120{749, Seoul, Korea)
Deep BV photometry for about 15,000 stars in the globular luster M71 has been obtained
from the 2.2 m University Hawaii Teles00ope using 2k CCD. The frames over a 7:50  7:50
region of the luster enter through 220 (about 7 ore radii). A omplete olor-magnitude
diagram(CMD) from the upper red-giant bran h to the lower main sequen e(Vlimit  22;
approximately 5 mag below the main-sequen e turno ) has been onstru ted.
From the tting of the CMD du ial sequen e to the New Yale Iso hrone and the
similar metalli ity globular luster 47 Tu , we estimated the absolute and relative ages of
this \disk population" globluar luster.
A luminosity fun tion to Mv  8:3 for the luster main-sequen e has been derived.
Applying several theoriti al mass-luminosity relations, we derived mass fun tion of M71.
We dis uss the impli ations of this on re ent HST results about low mass main-sequen e
stars' lumisoty fun tion and on dynami al evolution of the globular luster.
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UCAC1: New Proper Motions
for 27 Million Stars on the Southern Hemisphere

N. Za harias (US Naval Observatory, 3450 Mass. Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20392, USA)
S. Urban
D. G. Monet (Naval Observatory, Flagsta Station)
I. Platais
G. L. Wy o
M. I. Za harias
T. J. Ra erty
The big impa t of UCAC on gala ti kinemati s and dynami s studies will be outlined.
The USNO CCD Astrograph (UCA) started an astrometri sky survey in February 1998
at Cerro Tololo, Chile. By January 2000 about 90 % of the Southern Hemisphere has
been observed and full sky overage is expe ted by early 2003. In addition, alibration
elds around extragala ti referen e frame sour es and sele ted open lusters are observed
frequently. The UCAC proje t is a huge dedi ated astrometri survey similar to the AGK2
and AGK3 proje ts but vastly ex eeding those with respe t to higher a ura y, limiting
magnitude (16th) and full sky overage.
A rst atalog (UCAC1) is being published in early 2000 for 27 million stars. Stars in
the range of 9 to 14th magnitude have a positional pre ision of 20 mas. The UCAC1 will
utilize positions from the USNO A2.0 atalog for determining proper motions, whi h are
expe ted to be about 8 mas/yr for this initial release. Higher pre ision proper motions,
expe ted to be in the 3 to 4 mas/yr range, will be derived utilizing a variety of early epo h
data, in luding re-measuring of the Southern Proper Motion (SPM) survey rst epo h
plates.
P 71

WFI Imaging of Tidal Tails in Gala ti Globular Clusters

S. Zaggia
(European Southern Observatory
Karl S hwarzs hild Strae 2, D-85748 Gar hing, Germany)
We will present rst results on deep and wide eld imaging of Tidal Tails of some Gala ti
Globular Clusters obtained with the Wide Field Imager of the ESO/MPI 2.2 m La Silla
teles ope.
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